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Preface

Wilat the manual is:

\ .

,

Intrinsic analysis of curriculum products, instructional practices

or management systeMs is taught by this manual. Intrinsic analYsis means

analysis of the instruction or process through'examination of tWe mater-

ials, or artifacts, including teacher and studet m4terials, de*eloOer's

rationale, record forms, scope and'siquence chlFts; tests, media package

and any other relevant concrete components of the product or system.

The manual includes instruction, exei'cises for practice of key

skills; analysis instruments for both prochicts and processs (long and

shore forms); an instrument for 'description of the ingtructional model;

a listing of step-by-step procedures; and an annotbated bibliography.

Advantaps of the manual:

The intrinsic analysis syseem provides more information, more re-

/

liable information, and more relevant information to schools using it

for analyzing their present program or proposed'adoptions that usually

is provided by publishers, product catalosues or nationally distributed

analyses because it includes the following/unique features:
°

I., It is designed to be site specific. Questions in t.he analysis

instruments are addressed to needs of the school which uses the manual.

This 'produces an analysis tailored to thOse needs.

2. It is a research-based analysis model with the research on

each elemerit cited in an annotated bibliography.
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3. It ranslatei the research supported classroom concepts of

"direct instruction" a d '.'engaged time" into their equivalents in in-,

structionaj. materials and systems terms.

4. It leads to'identification of the iritical elements of the

curriculum or system model by 'the analysts who, in most cases include

thOsq wto will implement the model. This should facilitate appropriate

adaptatfon to site without undermining the critical elements which make

it work.

5. It provides a systematic logicl procedure for qualitq fating

and comparing curricula while allowing,and facilitdting a group process:

of decision-making that is based on commonly defined elements. This makes

it ideal for the PSIP process for both program analysis and selection.

Limitations of the.manual:

I. This manual does not teach all the skills required for perform-

ing ad intrinsic analysis of a curriculum product or process. Some nips-

..

sary skills are prerequisite general teacher competencies. Others are

skills based on the analyst's knowledge and understanding about character-

istics of his or her colleagues and the students they hach.

'2. WHile the xonstructs and questions which are the substance of

the instrumenis and whichidirect the analysis process are research based,

there are only a few references in the manual. This is purposeful to

avoid cluttering up the description of the process with scholarly refer-
.

ences. Each concept within a construct provides a slightly different

perspective on the construct and reader concentration is needed to assim-

ilate the concepts:

V
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In.place of such references, there,is an annotated bibliography

ke4 to the constructs and the skills.taught in the. manual-

iii

3. The idefttificacion of the critical elements of a curriculum or

a process model is more oi an art than i pcience. Effectiveness of each

product or prOcess may hinge on different elements. Some curriculum

models 4re heavily dependent on their subject matter specific teaching

methods or/strategies. Some models are effective largely because of

their sttucture or management system. Some effective curricula are

highly complex and have many critical elements that appear to be inter-

dependent.

Under these circumstances, a procedure is required for recaraing

all cues to the critical element's of the model as the analysis proceeds.

Then, as more and more is learned about the product or process, these

notes may be revisea and focused until at the conclusion of the analysis,

the analyst can use the mddel instruMent to tease out the model. The

whole analysis process immerses the analyst in the curriculum or process

components and the final step simply focuses and refines the accumulated

perceptions.

Therefore as the analyst proceeds through this manual, he or she

should note cues1to the elements that appear to-be emphasized.ap important

to effectiveness and any evidence in support of the elements should, te

identified and noted, also. These are essentialFprocedures not system-

atically alluded to in the instruments or the text.
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Intrinalc Analysis Training-Manual.

Introduction

This manual is,a description and.instruction in the use of the

\

procesb'of intrinsic analysis of Curriculum products and of management

systems practices or processes.

to provide.Local Action'Teais of
.%

This type of analysis has been used
4

-theyennsylvania School Improvement

Project with a more in-dpth analysis of theif preselit program than

ugu'ally is undertaken in the p

)

ogram analysis phase of the PSIP process.

It has been used, at the reque t of the LAT, for analydes'of all or any

designated part of the school's presen,t program or for .analyses of

products or processes being cOnsidered for adoption.

The manaal is built around an intrinsic analysis instrument which
. /

has three parts and two forms. One part is for analysis of studeilt and

teachl materials, inservice materials or Parent materials..(SIli form).

These could range fkom single modules for a one-day.wqrkshop, through

course textbooks with teactlers editions, t4;e*tensive multi-level, multi-
.

media total instructana ). programs.

The second part is for management-systems practices or prodesses

(MPP farm). It could be used to analyzloa hehavior modification project

- in a classroom, a self-management system, a process for individualizing

any presently'used basal text, or apy other system which is not instruc-

tional content.based.
0

'The third part of the instrument consists of a series of questions

which guide the analyst in uncovering the instructional model of any

'prodtict or process being artlyzed and suggest some considerations related*



to the model and its significanc'e for effective implementation and

adaptation of any innovation.

Finally, in addition to these instruments, there. are two selection

charts which may be used to summarize the information gathered in the

analysis process. One chart is faf prodqcts and one is.for processes.

Summative quality ratings on the analyzed dimensions of several products

or processes may be listed and camparea to facilitaie decision making.

The two forms of the intrinsic analysis instruments are a short

form, which is appropriate for practical useana a long form which is

useful primarily durIng-the process of acquiring che skill of performing ,

intrinsic-analyses.. The long form includes questions which may require .

examining a particular aimension from a slightly'different perspective
ob.

than the analyst would use balpd on the short form questions. It sup-

plements and compleMen4s the sh7t form and is 'useful in pointing up the

many aspects of any product or Orocess dimension which add to or detract

from the quality of the dimension.

Rattonale fOr Intrinsic Analysis

There are many reasons for analysis and evaluation of curriculum

I
products and-processes of which problem identification in prese*,t'programs,

VP"

,
curriculum supplementation or new -curriculum produc.t or process selection

are' most obvious. For all of these purposes, .some already available an-
. -

alyses may be used beford an independent intrinAc analysis is undertaken.

Aaministrators may conduct analyses to support present programs
before parent groups or school boards, although otitcome data usually are
used for this purpose. Analyses of programs may be used as a first step

in their r ision. Analyses may be'a part ofastaff preparation for
accredits ion.

-

=2.
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There are two types of avctilable analyses:

4

1.A,Product catalogue descriptite information obtained fnmn,

dei:relopers \iicluding the following:

a. NIE Product Catalogue. ."

3

, b. Educational PrograMs That Work (validated programs).

2. Analyseb ey teachers perfo ld under the auspices of prO-
.

duct information,exchanges:

A

a. Educational Products Informaiion Ekchange (EPIE)

ProduCt Information Catalogues.

) ,b. Social Science Education Consortiu;es, CUS analyses
. . ,

(Boulder, Colorado).

k

4

c. State-vAlidated prOgrams (e.g., An Evaluation of jnstruc-

tional Materials, s'an Mateotounty'Office of Education,

Nftwe 1---i-eelod City, CA., 1974).

, /
However, not only are rhese -analyses likely to provide less in-

formation than is needed for decision making in weighing the advanages

of similar products or processes,,they also are not applicable to the

specific constraints and criteria and identified problems of the local-

site. An on-site intrinsic analysis of present progra.6 materials and
A

.possible adoptions istnecessary for making the most appropriate poss-

ible choice for the following reasons:

1. Intrinsic analyses examine the instructional materials them-
..

selves or materials used for teaching or managing (student texts,

teacher manuals, workbooks, record fOrms, tests, etc.) father than the

outcome data or descriptions of the programs.

4,

-
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2. Emphasis is on the dimensions identified as crucial tO't e

identified local Problem, making ttieanalysis a site-specific one.

3. dein\intrinsic analysis reveals the crucial'elements of the

instructional models of potential innovations. This may be impOrtant

for effective adaptation and implementation.,

4.

4

o

4.

1.

46'
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Constructs, ArtifOts, Elements and Criteria

The Cohstructs

Opportunity, Structure, Motivators and Instructional Eyents are

the four constructs employed in the PSIP process.

fied as patt,of an evaluation,model developed for

'Originally identi-

evaluation of class-

room processes by William Cooley and Paul-Lohnes (1976), the constructs

have been defined by-PSIP in terms.of some elements (variables) that

are the same as those Cooley and Lohnes look at.and some that.are dif-'

ferent becauqe PSIP's purposes are not evaluation of clasSroom pr

cesses but t:.sather, disgnosis of heed and analysis of potential in-

structional products or processes to.meet.the identified need. All of

theSe constructs have been found to be'related to effectiveness of

instruCtion. Same of the Variables which Cooley and Lohnes use to

define- the const-iiicts, however, are not used in the PSIP intiinsic -

analysis 'pfocess (e.g., total time in school:Or amount'of tithe spent

on the sulijeCt under-analysis.) Thowe variables that die used in.'
7

intrinsic analysis are those which are sidolicable to-the'instructional

materials themselves. &Obviously, curriculum materialA do not usually

prescribe how much total time should be spent in school, nor ever? how

much time should be spent on the particular subject'the materialsk,

teach. 1

4

The instructional materials.themselves aie the raw material for

the analysis protess and,the fit1t step in that piocess is the,coe-

t

lgction of those materials or art,ifacts.

4
12.



TNe'Artifacts and the Elements...

os -

'The analysis istrumeilts tell. the anelyst.the questions..to ask

-* about each dimension:of the curricUium product Or process but hot

where to fild the answeri. The inttrments are pyrposely cOnstructed
.

to be tools in the analysis procesS ana therefore are as brief and's

. .1/40
..eimple as possible.."However, to Serve .the nepds pf "tpe novice inalyst

whvivmay:not know immediatefy where to looi foi the answiri to the .

- e

,agalysiitqFetiiiions, a chart of-steps in performing an inirinsic db-
. .

alysis has beel constructed and appears, with. .t nstruments, in the
wag

6

, r
appelidtk. It in- .listings of theiUr terials or.arti-

.

fgcts that0o,ld be gatheied to-perform eadi step in'the process.
, i

. Wh'ile im most instances, the questions make self-evident yhich .

element of-the curriculum or:process shoUld be 'looked at after. the

materials have,been gathered', the following brief overview tells

what artifacts io use-for examination of' which element to answer

which q4estions. It, therefore, provides a.quick survey, of the

A

analysis process.

,

.Ppportunity. The elements of a curriculum which the analyst

'examines to determine whether or not the, materials themselves sub-
.

stantively Provide sufficient opliortunity for the student to learn

are the cacepts, the content and the skills'tauglit by these materials.

These'may be liaentified througtflikpresse'd Objectives or mhy be implied

- in the lessons and/pr,t,eht items. Therefore, scope and sequence

d.-

'charts, lists,of course or unit objectives and a sampling of-lessons

and test'items on those lessons. should be collected and examined for

sr
13

irt

4
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4

appropriateness and relevance of content, concepts and skills for

these students.
. .

For opportunity throUgh cUrriculum usage, &sampling of lessons

.and tests and management system record forms should be dxamined to

-determine intensity of treatment and adaptiveness OV4tstruction to

student Weeds.

Motivators. The arrifacts and elemerfts of the curriculum whicb .

should be examined tb determine whether or not.the materials-proVide

sufficient motivators to encourage the students to learn are the

following:
,

4

1. student materials (texts and workbooks) and student record

forms for opportunities for seif-direction, self-selection, self-_

evaluation, program planning.

2. teacher's marival "and stude Activities follow-up in ,

11, . .

workbooks and text,'for intrinsic orcement and directionsto

teacher to provide extrinsic reinforcement.
3

.3. all materials, Sor variety in format, method, mode, and

strategies of instruction.

Structure. The artifacts and the elements of the curriculum that

should be examined to determine how well-structured the curriculum is

to assure that instruction builds on previous instruction towards

terminal.goals, are the following:

1, Objectives, for their match to the charaeteristics and

.ndeds of students.

2. lessons, for their teaching to abjectives.



3. tests, for their match to objectives.and lessons.

4. scope and sequence chart, for how well objectives are..

, - - ,
dtructured-and sequedEed towards terminal, goals.

.

. A . .

.
.

'. teachet manual directions, for the degree of guidance for

diagnosis and remedial treat:Me:ht.

Instructional Events. The artifacts and the elements of the

curricUlum that should be examined to determine how well the materials

teach and help the teacher to teach are the following:

1. teacher's manual, for'quality of directions to teacher apd

background information.

2. student materials, for quality of directions to student

and clarity of procedures.

8

3. management system record forms, for ease of use in Managing

instruction.

4.- student materials, for appropriateness of in5t.trrtionar

strategiesforthispopulationandadequacy of strategy usage.

In summary, the elements t e analyzed and their location in

tat ihstructional materials are shown below:.

Elements

Opportunity

Concepts

Content

Skills (behavior de-
manded of student)

Instruction

.**

.1,5

Location

Scope and sequence charts.

Lists of course and/or
unit objectives.

Sampling of lessoms.
Test items on lessons.

I,essonS, tests, record forms.



Diminsion

r

Motivators
A

,Directions, selectlin, evaluation
and program planning procedures.

Intrinsic and extrinsic rein-
.

forcement process:

Jr,'

Range of format, method, mode,
and strategies.

Somme

.00

al"

Structure

Objectives inirelation to students.

Lessons in relation to objectives

Tests in relation to objectives
and lessons.

Structure of objectives

Diagnosis and remedial treatment process

InstrUctional Events

Teacher instructional directions
and background information.

Student directions for instruction.

Class anagemene process

Instructional
relation to

Instructional
reration to

strategies in
students. .

strategies in
research.

Location

.

Student matbrials, student' ..

record forms,'teacher's.manual.

. .

fDescriptions of student activities
and ;directions to students.

Directione to.teacher for inter-,
action with students.

All instructional materials.

Objectives

Lessons; objectives, tests.

Scope and sequence chart

Teacher manual directions

e

Te cher's Manual.

Student materials.

Management system record
forms.

Student. materials.



Criteria

4'

The criteria.for.evaluation of curricula are based,', necessarily,

10

on research or.empirical evidence of effectiveness. ,The weighting of

research and experience id evaluating each dimension must be apro-

fesbional judgment of the analyst. -However, the intrinsic analysis .

-proceas, by systematically fdcusing dn. fklimited number of dimensions

(constructs) which research has shown to make a difference reduces

the confusion of compaiing diverse curricula to a reasonably manage-

able process.

This manual, in the interest of calrity gind brevity, does not

cite research, and the number of examples is limited. There is,

however, an annotated bi ography which attempts to fill any gaps

this expedient measure may create and, hopefully, to alleviate any 0"1.

threat.of the manual seeming eo be prescriptive without substantiation.

1 '7



Analysis of Student Materials, Inserviee Materials, Parent Materials

PreparatIon and Previewing

Preparation and previewing of a product or process is carried out

as it is described in the listing of stepi in performing an intriroic

analysis. It would be pointless to repeat those steps here. However,

some definitions.and examples may serve to clarify this first procedure.

One of the questions (B1)lis addressed to the relevance of the

,

emphases of content, concepts and skills. By content, throughout the.

analysis process, we mean information, facts, events, people that zire to

1

be learned or learned about in the curriculum being analyzed. For example,

if your school is looking for math_materials thatleavily emphasize the
.,

metric system, You will respond to B1 that content ie not appropriate.if
1-,L)

the descriptive material or analyses you have,as bled reveal that con-

'tent ignores the metric system.

,B?Concepts, we'mean categories of things (general ideas, usually

expressed by a word) that are organizing elements of a discipline. ,A

concept in reading comprehenSion.is theme. If this concept is considered

essential by you and is mentioned in your.assembled materials, and if a

substantial nulber of other.concepts wilich the analyst considers essential'

are also referred to, it may be safe to assume, at this point, that the

concepts are those appropriate for this school and its student population.

By skills, we mean,both disciPline specific abilities, such as the

ability to decode in reading agd general skills such as the ability, in

any subject area, to apply. analyze, synthesize, etc. If you expect your

students.to acquire higher level skills of analysis and synthesis and the

1
Numbering system of analysis i,nstrum4nts.
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instructional materials..never demand that he or she analyze (a sentence,

perhap45'or synthesize (perhaps by writing an original story), you would

respond to °B1 that the skill emphasis is'not appropriate to meet the needs

4
of this school.

(Later in the process of curriculum ana'lysis( we will describe how

'you analyze cantent, concepts and skills. For the moment only,their
r

.'appropriateness is examined.)

Another question asked in the previewing phase of analysis (B2)

refers to the match of the instructional method employed in the materials

to be analyzed and its match.to the thearetical and philosophical orienta-
,

tion Of the teaching staff.

By inStructional method, in the analysis process, we mean the genl-

eral orientation used to teach. For example, inquiry is a method.. Ifl

you want your students to conduct research, to ask critical questions

'about events and information rather than td'accept without question every-

thing they ate told, you would not respond favorably to materials that

, purport to be highly didactic.

Whether or not there Are enoughcomponents available to meet the

needs of the staff of the school which is using or contemplates using these

materials and whether or not those that are necessary tan be purchased

within the school's budget is another imporiant consideration for the

previewing phase of analysis.

All of these previewing questions May be applied to present meter-

ials as well as to materials being considered for adoption. However,

this last question.,(B3) is.particularly important for present materials

4

19
.
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since its signifiCance(so often is overlooked when something appears to

be causing problems. Frequently, wlth the blessing pf tallsmeri who rotay

endorse the use of a curriculumwithodt a component which the school can-

not afford to buy, a school will attempt to operate without a crucial

cOmpbnent,'wuch as-the ifiterion-referenced tests In a structured pro-

gram. This Could be the sourCe'oi the problem. To purchase a new pro-f
gram, possibly-also without some key component, would be no solution at

all. --,
. If a curricplum requiret an expensive variety of media including

.\
tapes, filmstrips, records, supplementary individual reading materials,

etc., and if the school's budget is limited, then the consideration of

whether all these components are necessary to successlul operation of the

program is extremely important.

The final question in previewing of materials (64) is te specific.

The constraints or criteria identified by the local action te are

applied to the particular curriculum under consideration. Whil ocal

constraints and criteria are used in prescreening, that does not afect

.present curriculum analysis and even in the preparation for.selectioA,

it is possible a candidate may have slipped through the screening even\
,

though it did not.meet all the local school's constraints and

When the preparation and previewing phase is completed,

criteria.

the analysis N,

of Firoducts or processes proceedsithrough each of the succeeding steps

cqnstruct by construct. .
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14.

The Construct Opportunity
4

Under ale constract, opportunity, the' opportunity to learn based,on

the substance of the instruction, refers klhe. notion lhat time spent on

appropriate instruction for'the stddent is opportunity to learn. Actual

. time spent,as has been mentioiled previously, is a highly important var- .
. IP. ',

, .
.

iable ofinstruction, but is not a variabld that can be determined through

an intrinsic analysis of materials themselves. The match of the content,

concepts and skills to the needs of the students can be used to determine

the substantive quality of time spent in instruction with these materials.

That is, the opportunity these materials provide for these students to

learn.

IA. The questions asked to determine if the activities, content and

concepts are appropriate for the student poimlation so there is opportunity

to learn are the following:

1. Are the activities appropriate for the developmental level

and socio-economic characteristics of these students?

2. Is the content relevant to.these students?

3. Are the concept examples provided reievant to i-he students'

experience, needs, stage of instruction, so conceptualization can occuer--

To respond to the first queition aboire, it is necessary to find out

from the assembled objectives and lessons what the studentdis'required to

do. An example of appropriate match of developmental level of student to

activities would be for a stutnt at Piaget's concrete level of operations

4-oughly ages 7-12),_to manipulate concrete materials in executing math

21



problems. An exiMple of an activity appropriate to socio-economic level
\

would be a substantial amount of dril responding for.high socio-economic

level students. q

Ahe first criterion-of appropiiateness Is based on Piaget's devel-

4
opmentál Fsychology whicih identifies developmental stages characterized

15

by different capabilities.. It also has been supported by research in the '1

.use ofmlnipulatives. The second criterion is based on a study by Brophy

and Eveitson.who
1,t71.

'ductiVe for high

S.

found that time spent on oral.tesponding is mose pro-

socio-economic classes.

When the analyst has asked some of the questions these analyéis

instruments and examdned instructional materials to find answers, it will

become increasingly clear how these constructs may be app.lied to the

analysis of materials (rather than the evaluation of classroom processes

for whichafie constructs were intended). For example, it should be

spparent that, if the activities in the instructional materials demand

,behavior which the students are not capable of performing, they will not

have the opportunity to learn.

Other specific criteria based on information known to the analyst,

whether from empirical evidence-or research, can be used to determine

whether the materials are appropriate for developmental level and socio-

economic characteristics of the students.
1

Similarly, for every question

in tge analysis instruMents, the analyst's own knowledge and experience

will provide breadth and depth to the process.

1
The instrument questions may suggest to administrators or,linkers

possible inservice topics that the LAT might find to be of interest. such
as the use of a consultant on Piaget's stdges of development and their
relevance to elementary school curriculum selection and/or an inservice
seminar on what research can tell us about the relationship between
socio-economic characteristics and learning st le.
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The q'uestion on-content.relevance to the student (p2) is not a
4.

technical question, but rather demands knowledge of the student body as

a whole, and of each individual student, to be aware of
11

.e range of
-

44) -
their resent knowledge, interest,lneeds 'and cbnccrns. Fax.example, rural

;tudents might blotninterested in stories about 'city children if the

stortes assume some knowledge and understanding of urban problems which

the rural student does not have. Cont,ent which assumes this knowledge

and builds on it could be confusing and.uninteresting to the rural child.

It would not provlde opportunity to learn for this reason. This doeset

mean rural children want to (or'should) read only about similar-children,
/

i

but unless the content is presented in such a way that it pr,ides suf-

ficient prerequisite information to be understandable and ,iii presented

interestingly, it seems:irrelevant, and the opportunity to learn Could

be lost.

be rated

On the other hand, reading related to studint interests should

as highly relevant.

The third question under opportunity, substance (IA3) on whether

concept examples permit the student to conceptualize is also related tcP

characteristics of the student including experience, needs and. stage of

instruction. Since each student's experiences are different, when a new

concept is introduced, examples of concepts are best chosen from in-

stances that it is safe to assume nearly all the students will have

incountered. Early in instruction, concept examples also should be most

chaiacteiistic examples. That is, they should be examples which have the

fewest irrelevant attributes. That technical-sounding term con best be

explained with an example and my favorite example is whale. A whale is

23
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a mammal but many,of its characteristics are not shared by other maMmals.

---.

These characteristics which au not shared with other Mammals are non- ..
, _ . .

.7

. defining (or/non-criticai) attributes.and so, are irrelevant. When first
. ., .

. ..

* encountering the concept, mammal, such examples should be used as man,

Aogs cats, etc. The range of exaMples should be extended as instrud-

tion continues.

If a.new concept is introdmced with very.fewi) inappropriate ex-

amples, the student may under or over.generalize so that he or she cannot

recognize examples.of the concept. Such instruction does not provide the

student with thb opportunity to learn.

Of course, teachers often recognize ehis and supplement instruc-

tional materials with their awn examples. Nevertheless, in selecting

Materials, one basis for comparison may be the appropriateness of con-

cept examples.

. Long form questions: One way to fdrther elucidate the intent of4

the instrument questions for each construct is to break the questians

down into component elements, each a more precise question the analyst

may ask of the material9eing analyzed to get a better handle on their

adequacy. The long form of the questionnaires is simply that - the

essential questions plus some further clarifying questions.

The following are those questions for opportunity, substance:

(They are numbered as they are in the long form analysis instrument.)

IA1 a. Are all written explanations and directions for students

simple, uncomplicated, straightforward and easy for this age level to

understand?
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b. IA the objective of eadlh task assignment expressed clearly

for' the student to know exielicitly what s/Ve must do, how well? IA:it 10

not clearly .expressed, is it very obvioup from the wirdidg what behavior . *
v.

is expected'and the level of performance required?

LA4 a. Does the conteht relate plosely enough to the student's

own knowfedge and experiences to build'on them?. Does it offer enoue new

'a
information to.ppovide opportunity to learn that can be.releted to,what

is already known?

b. Is there content (i.e., facts, information, events, people)

that you deem essential, which is left out?

1A3 a. Is there instructional material available to teach esseu-

tial concepts, written in vocabulary ai the level of the lowest student?

Has same of the instruction been planned to challenge the most advanced'

student?

b. Are concept instances selected so that early in instruction

they have few irrelevant attributes (or chiracteristics'that are not the

essential defining characteristics of that concept class)?

Are concept instances, late in instruction selected which

have more irrelevant attributes and hence ire ;pore difficult to recognize

as examples of the-concept?.

c. Are there concepts (i.e., classes of things that are the

important organizing centers of a subject) which you consider essential

that are left out?

25
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lB.. The qUestions asked"in analyzing the.usage of

determine whether or not they_teach in a clear, focused,

fld idapt to individual differences so that.all;childsen,
,

tunity to learn are.the folloyAL;. ,%k

19

materials to .

concentrated wiay

-hliVe the oppor-

1. Do the materi4s suppry mincentrate'd cogn#ive activity

for the student to.assure adequate opportunity to learn?

2. to the materiali proVide the opportunity to learn for

.

both slow and fast students and do they provide for different learning

styles?

To answer these questions, samples of the objectives, lessons,

tests and management system must be exananed to determine how much of

what the student reads, doee (learning activities), and responds to

(questions, tests),#is what could ,be designated the curriculum materials

equivalent of "direct instruction." .Another term-that may be used is

"intensity lof treatment" whigh may be defined as concentrated cognitive

g,tivity in-lessons; criterion referenced testa written for clear,

specific objectives; and a management system that encoUrages on-task

behavior'without undue delays for irrelevant non-cognitive activities.

There is substantial support for the concept of "direct instruc-
,

tion" which may be stated concisely as the engagement of the teacher in

716

teaching the attentive student directly (Rosenehine, 476, 1977) "In-

tensity of treatment" in instructional taierials is a concept used by

the author of this manual to denote the comparabIe,interaction between

materials and students when the materials follow sound pedagogical prac-

tices for adequate presentation, response, practice, review or evaluation.

9

A

v).

f
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This means' materiali which provide intensity of treaiment are by definition

%
those which provide ample opportunity for the student to learn through a

,kind of instructional materials form of 'direct instruction. In addition,

the teacher directions may support and provide directions for the concept

of ,direct instrUction as Hcisenshine define0,1t.,
.

,Teichers often describe instructional ilaterialS as "too easy" for

this group or "too difficult" fdr that group.' Of course this_mgy mean
w'

the objectives are not appropriate. However, not tWequently the "too

easy" materials are overly repetitious, contain readlng that is irrelevant

to the objectives, or contain activities that do not relit:ire the student

te'exgibit the objective behavior. Materials, in short, may be more

fller than meat.

'06casionally materials designated "too difficult" may be totally

ippropriate (if ihe objectives are suitable) although the intensity of.

treqtrent which provides opportunity to learn may have seemed excessively

int nse cdgnitive activity to the teachei reviewer.

Adaptability of the management system and the instructional miter-
,

ials to indixidual differences in pace and learning style is anothe

pay that curricula can provide opportunity to learn through materials

usage.

If the management system and teacher directions suggest self-pacing

oreprovide for review or recycling through previoUsly studied materials

if needed, they probably are reasonably adaPtive. Learning style may be

accommodated if there are choicescof method, mode and media. Moreover,

27
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there shoul8 be.instruct.ions to

manage this kind of variety.

A`
-

4hl r'
q4i

.

d

1 Ake .

the tchere,in7hogr-to diagnose and

n
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Long form questions: for clarity, foeusi concentrated instruction
.«

to indivilik-leat:nini'daferences:
o 0 , .4,-

.

7
. ,

and adaptability

IB1 a. Is there opportunity provided to-'01,in eath eXpressed

S.

rk,

.b. Are thege encrugh learning Ictivitiesker 'maximize the .

or implied objectiv.e?

students' ppportunities for learning?

1:. .j
A"

.
I 4

c. Do tr terihls suggest or pi-glade sufficient'direction

4 . oil

/
a

i

to make possible direct instruction.(i.e., teacher-ai4ected instruciion)
,

S.

4

a large part of the ;Inei

1B2 a. Are tbe exercises and tasks- demanded of

enough so that students, diffetent learning styles cambe

b. Ro the inalructional materiels

*
t learn?these stUdents

c. Do

student diverse

accommodated? I

stpply enough practice for

V.

I -
the managembnt system suggested!by the material,s.

permit adaptation to individual pace?

dr

10

s

-28
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The Construct, Mbtivators

The questions4,!e-

k

tanity for self -directiod

4

asked to determine if the student has oppor-

, selection, evaluation, which have been found

to be motivating, are the following:

activities?

1% Roes the student (parent, teacher) select,instructional

2.. Does he or she plan his/her. program?"

3. Does-he/she have an opportunity for self-evaluation?

22

Opportunity foi self-direction,, selection, evaluation ma)i be high-

lighted in the teacher's manual direCtions or-spotted in the student's

management materials. Self -selecfion of instructional activities often-

is highlighted in developers' claims, and ihe management system and scope

and sequence chart may be examined to identify the range of options for

selection. Self-direction and evaluation may be identified iy checking

materials for answer keys to tests. Therse should be listings of follow

up activities to tests, with students' directions for what to do next

based On the score in the test.

The motivators construct as used for evaluation of classroom pro-

cesses is divided in,to curricular motivators and interpersonal motivators.

It would seem that the lormer would be idportant for intrinsic analysis

of curriculum products while the latter would not be relevant to mater-

ials. However, that is not so. Both are important to intrinsic analysis.

Materials may suggest, either in the activities they provide or in

the directions to the teacher in the instructor's manual, interpersbnal

mo'tIvators that are related to self-direction, selection, evaluatiop (ILA 1-3).

,

2 9



Some of these could be the opportunity to tutor others or be tutored, to
,

plan to work with others on self-selected aspects of the program, dp to

evaluate others'. work or to have others evaluate the student's work. In
R1

other words, while evaluation of classroom processes necessarily looks

to planned or spontaneous classroom interaction as a source of data,

intrinsic'analysia of curricular materials looks at interactipn which
*

takes place 'between materials,and students or which is prescribed in the

materials for student/teacher or student/student interaction.

IIB. The questions-asked to determine if the materials provide

reinftwcement or instruct the teacher how and when to do so are the fol-
s

lowing very straightfordard'ones:

1. DO the materials provide.reinforcement?

2. Do the materials provide feedback?
it

Reinforcement in the materials themselves is not difficult to locate.

23

Often the student is promised that mastery of an objective may be followed

by a desired, activity. This is the well-known Premack principle, which

suggests that any higher, probability behavior (the des.ired activity) can

be used to reinforce a lower probability behbvior (the work that leads to

mastery of the objective).

Teacher praise and punishment may be behaviors suggested in the

teacher's manual with circumstances for their use as well as directions

for how and what to do. The teacher's manual may suggest the frequency

and kind of feedback that should be provided. Feedback also is provided

by the teacher in correcting oral or written work. Of course, an answer

key is a form of feedback to the self-directed student.

3 0
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IIC. The questions asked to determine if there is sufficient

variety,in the materials to 'appeal to student interests are the following:

1. Is there variety in method, mode, format, and imstruc-

tional strategies?

2. Are there alternative paths through the materials td

accommodate individual differences?

3. Is content appealing to a range of inierests?

4. Are materials functional, related to life experiences?

Extent of variation in miterials to encourage student interest ia

identified by straightforward examination of the methods used, the media

and the teaChing strategies. Teachers always have looked at instruction-

al materials with their students' interests in mind. The research liter-

ature describes the most popular reading for various ages. However,

children's interests are as individualistic as their other differences

such as pace, alternative path choices, preferred medium, etc. Each

teacher can be the best judge of such differences and analysis shbuld

attend only to opportunity provided for a range of options andito site-

specific interests, since each class will differ somewhat and instruc-

tional materials are'purchased for more than one class and more than one

year.

We know that novelty and change are motivating. Alio, too great

consistency in format can lead to students learning how to Manage the

system rather than learning the instructional content.. It can result,in

rote learning. Also, of course, the routine that is established by rep-

etitions of identical aC'tivities with only the content changed.can be

boring;

31
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The last question wa'Sadded to the instrument bicause empirical

25

evidence seemed to suggest chatlin basic skills the-knowledge and the

1

evidence through activitiesvthat\bake it clearly apparent that the in-

struction has utility are motivating to students.

Examination of materials for adeqUacy of motivatots is not as spec-

ialized an analysis process as that required for any of the other con-

strpcts. Perhaps this is because teachers are familiar with reinforce-

ment, adaptation yo individual differences and self direction, selection

and evaluation as motivators; Also, the application of the opportunity

'conSttuct to materials themselves is a specialized procedure and analysis

of both structure and instructional events depends Upon processes that'

are not taught in most(schools of education.

Questions which appear under the construct, motivaiors, in the long

form of the analysis instrument further define and clarify the concept.

They follow:

IIAl a. Have the materials taught the student or provided guide-

lines for the teacher to teach the student how to make appropriate

seaections?

.b. Is there any variety in procedures for making selections

to eccommodate individual differences in self-directedness, complementing

the teaching and/or guidelines in la?

IIA2 a. Is the student allowed to plan his/her own time without

prior instruction in how to do so? How adequate are the directions for

this independent kind of behavior?



IIA3 a. Is there instruction in how to evaluate his/her own

work?

b. Is the student eased into self-selection, aelf-evaluation

in a step-by-step fashion apliropriate to the developmental and experi-

mental level of the student?

IIB1 a. Does the instructor's manual provide examples of appro-

priate reinforcement procedures?

2.6

b. Does the student see the objectives or are there check-
-) .

list or soma recognition,of progress that'the student can'use tofmcnitor'

his or her success?

IIB2 a. Are the directions to the teacher for.providing feedback

and motivators sufficiently clear and are the signals in phe materials

for how and when to use them sufficiently attention-getting to encourage

their use?

IIC1 a. Are there too many activities of.the same kind which

might become boring to the students?
. .

b. Is the student allowed to tutor a pee,r or be tutored by

a peer?

IIC2 a. Do all students move through the materials in lock-stel)

or are there opportunitise for students to have unique prograils that

meet their needs?

b. Where there are a variety of possible pathways and in-

dividual programs of study, are the teacher's directions adequate for

effective management of this vpriety?

33
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IIC3 a. If I were the age of these students, would I find these

matertals interesting? If I were of'similar background and experience

as these children, would I probably enjoy working with these materials?

4
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The Construct, Structure

The construct, structure, is an extremely.important one and ts

supported in the research literature, both from the .perspective of the

instruction, and the organization of the classroom, as the LAT members

well know. The structure of the instruction is the first concern. The

first two groups of questions are primarily directed to that concern.

Portions of the materials that facilitate maintenance of a well organized

classroom are the concern of the final two groups of questions.
N../ ..

IIIA. The question asked to det ine if there are specifii ex-

pressed or implied instructional objectives on which the instruction is

based is the following:

1. To what degree does the instruction teach to the ob-

jectives? 4

If it is not possible to infe;, the objectives from the materials,

the,instruction would suffer from lack of direction. The presence of

specific expressed.instructional objectives very much facilitates the

work of the teacher. If made'available to the students, objectives tell

them what they must do, under what conditions, and how well. These terms,

of course; define a well written behavioral objective. Yet, there is no

specific question in the .instrument, as there are in most analysis in-

struments, on whether or not there are objectives.

The reason there is no such question is that the mere presence of

expressed or clearly implied objectives is necessary, but of itself, not

sufficierit. The inability to infer objectives from the materials when

they are not explicit is very important, is noted. However, the important
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tonsideration for structure is how well .the instruction teaches to those

expressed or implied objectives.

Sometimes objectives are quite general or are expressed,as themes

and skills.- In such cases, the specific objectives must be inferred from

the student activities and/or the assessment instruments. Yor example,

a theme may be "people live together in society." Clearly the concepts

would be sociological. If the students' activities include reading about

styles vf living of different socio-economic add ethnic groups in this

country and the test questions ask for comparisons, one objective Chat

could be inferred would be the following: Compae and contrast ways of

living among various given socio-economic and ethnic groups in American

Society. DR such fashion, one could make inferences about objectives if

they were not expressed.

A well structured set of objectives may lead clearly to the terminal

goal, but unless the instruction ifaches to the objectives, the student

cannot master them. This matching, at this point, is not related to

psychological or pedagogical concerns, (which are attended under instruc-

tional events) but only to the faithfulness of the match. For example,

suppose one objective is that the student should be able to write a com-

plete, coMPlex sentence using descriptive adjectives and adverbs. If

the student activities demand the writing of lists of adjectives and

adverbs; the writing of simple sentences; underlining of subject and

predicate; repeating the definition of a complex sentence; but do not

require the writing of the kind of sentence the objective specifies, the

materials are not adequate. Sometimes instructional materials list ob-

jectives that are tested, for which the various necessary prerequisite

36
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skills are taught, but they fail to include activities stich require the

student to perform the terminal behavior demanded by the objective at any

time during instruction.

The structuring of the objectives is the most difficult aspect of .

curriculum to analyze. It also depends most heavily on the moAel of in-

struction the analyst adheres to. The process taught in these training

materials is based on a structured-curriculum model of construction.

Some interactive models of instruction may not be as pre-structured as
6

the structured-curriculum model presumes. However, some provision muat

be made in any purposeful instruction with goals and objectives, for the

instruction to proceed from entering behavior to terminal behavior, and

research clearly supp-orts small-step, carefully structured instruction in

basic'skills.

IIIB. The questions,asked to determine how well the objectives are

structured and sequenced to !mild tawards the terminal goals are the

following:

How well are the objectives structured and sequenced to build

toward the terminal goals? :

1. As indicated by a concept analysis? (sampling)

2. As indicated by a content analysis? (sampling)

3. As indicated by a skill analysis? (sampling)

To determine if the objectivea are structured and sequenced to

build taward the terminal goals (H1, 2, 3), an examination of a scope and ,

sequence chert may be sufficient for identification of gaps or deficiencies,

in objectives which the analyst perceives as essential to achievement of
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the ipecified behaviors. 0i, on the contrary, such a chart may appear

to the analyst tO be totally satisfactory or, ihdeed, to be more inclusive

than is absolutely necessary.

When there is any question about any portion of the curriculum;

when a particular terminal objective has given trouble in the past with

these students; or when there is not available an. adequate,(i.e., explicit

and detai2(ed) scope and sequynce chart, it may be necessary to sadple

expected trouble spots in the curriculum and do a comprehensive analysis

. of them. Even if the developers have provided an adequate description of
.

the curriculum materials' structure, a compreheisive structural analysis

may provide.the analyst greater confidence in his or her estimite of haw

well theie instructional materials have been structured.

If there is an expected trouble spot in the curriculum that is

analyzed for structure, that same portion also should b&checked to be

sure the instruction teaches to the objectives (IIIA1) and subsequently,

that the testing procedures areAdequate 4or that specific portion of the

curriculum. This may require the analyst to go back and forth in the

Analysis process rather than to follow the step-by-step procedures in the

prescribed sequence. However, this ii an idevitable consequence of wing

spot checking or sampling for expedience.

The processes of analysis described here are derived from the PIC

Design/Analysis Model (Gow, 1576, 1977): The three analyses are'done sep-

arately for both design and analysis, but are combined.into an instruc-

tional hierarchy for design. For analysis, the hierarchy may be the

explicit objective Sequence or may be implicit in the instruction, but it

38
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is the initial point of take-off for the analysis of structure (rather

than the terminallof the structuring process as it is in design).

Although all this sodilds complicated, it isn't. In less explicit

terms, analysis ts the reverse process from design, and analysis of struc-

Mire can begin with the objective scope and sequence chart or with the

instruction which is built on such an implicit or explicit ch'art.

bf the three analyses (concept content and skill), the content one

is easiest to describe and to perform because it is familiar to us. This
)

is so because th familiar textbook table of contents is a logical order-

ing of the curriculum content. Teachws examine the table of content(' to

determine what a particular textbook includes and-what it omits. The

process, of content analysis of a course, a unit or a lesson ii the pro-

fess of identifying the teaching sequence.of the content. The criterion

for appropriateness of that sequence under this construct is the degree

to which the content is orderd logically (i.e., temporally; simpe-to

complex; concrete to abstract; familiar to unfamiliar, etc.) a4 the

"appropriateness of step size between content objectives for the target

population.

Concept analySis is a more difficult process for most analysts.

This is partly because teachers (and others) custOmarily consider the

concept structure as identical with content structure. It iS this sep-

aration of content structure from concept structure that is the unique

feature of the PIC Model, and it was conceived in redognition that one

or the other may be emphasized but they may not both be equally well

structured.
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To-perform a concept analysis one identifies the majorconcepts

taught in a portion (sampling) of the curriculum and analyzes the polceas-

(sequence) in which they are organized to be bu*li and cobbined into prin-
,.

ciples,-generalizations and constructs. To perform such -an analysis and,

to judge the quality of the.organizatiori of conceptUal structure,.it is

preferable that the analyst be an expert and/or an instructor in,the.sub-.
-

ject area being aniqyzed. If the LAT incluaes one or more specialists in

this subject, their judgment probably should'take.precedince over that of

a non-specialist. The conceptual structure of a'particular discipline

may be obscure to those to whom the disCipline is not a malor area of

cottentration. If the LAT does not include a specialist in.this subject,

. it might be appropriate to consult one.

The third kind of structural analys4 that should be performed to

estimate the adequacy of a curricdlum's structUre is a Akill analysis.

This analysis may be a fine-grained ghalysis of an early reading program,

perhaps, using Gagne's learning hierarchical sequence, or ft:ir most

curricula, other than the early stages of reading or math, a' 'Bloom hier-

archy. To perform such an analysis,.one examines the behavior demanded

of the student in any given sampling.of the curriculum.

If the lessons are preceded by objectives, the-focus for a skill

analysis is on what the objectives say the student will do. For example,

the student will "name" is at the knowledge, or lowest level of Bloom's

1raxonomy4. The student will "translate into his or her own words" is the

-second, or comprehension level, etc. The succeeding levels are applica-

tion, analysis, synthesis and evaluation.

4
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If'there are no explicit, objectives, nevertheless what the .student

r *

4Cra,tto carry out the lesion'ativities-is the skill. Eackbehavior

yilich demonstrates he or'she has been instructed, by reading, writing,

talking, interacting ilith students, teacher or others, or manipulating

the instructional materials provided, is one step in the hierarchy of

'skills that ia the franiework of the instructional sequence.

A finer grained analysis may be necessary for some student behaviors,

. especially those.demanded in early reading, for example. Gagn4's hier--

archies may be better suited for such an analysis. For example, Gagn4

labels learning of language sounds as stimulus-response learning, the

lowest level in his hierarchy. Recognition of printed letters by sound

is at his second level: chaining.- Multiile discrimination includes dis-

.

tinguished similar words.

ior levels higher than multiple discrimination, it is better to use

Bloom's.levels. Indeed,'Gagne's S-R-, chaining, and multiple discrimina-.

tion could be considered subcategorieLof the knowledge level of Bloom.
1.

The order in which behavtors should be structured in any given

sequenCe may not, necessarily, be the order in which every child will

1

e

learribest. When a designer develops'his instructional sequence he at-

tempts to provide an oltimal sequence based on logical, psycholipgical and

\

pedagogical consi4prations..

Oa.

For the analyst .the-tonstruction of such a sequence is not at issue.

The Analyst's taisk is fo identify gapnd-deficiencies if they exist.

1
Bloom's Taxonomy levels and Gagne's hierarchy levels are in the

exhibits(Or--the Appendix of the manual.
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Since content, concept and skill.analyses have been degcribed here, are

outlined step-by-step in the chart of procedures, and are ptacticed in. -

the exercises at the end of this manual, it will suffice, at this point,

to provide examples of how possible gaps or deficiencies mdght be ideni*--

fied.

e ;;..b.'

it

Gapsor deficiencies might be found to exist in content, concepts

or skills under any .of *the following circumstances:

a. If the analyst, in performing the analysis finds ihat a piece

of essent01- information in the content sequence, or an essential skill

is Oresuted to have been previously acquired by the studdnt althOugh the
"..-

analyst is aware it is not in the repertoire'd these students. (e.g.,

the students arie to read stories with many unfamiliar words Iihich they

must sound out, using context for meaning, but have had little or no ex-

peidence deriving meaning from-context in simpler problems. The Student

1

is expected to find information in' the library, but has not acquired

library skills.)

b. The analyst 'discovers that one or mare of the three analyses

(dontent, concept, skill) reveals 'the developer has Omitted an important

step in the instruttional sequence. .g., the relational terms abOve,

below, behind, before are being taught. , The hierwhy includes objectives

to teach each term separately in relation to a concrete object, to teach

ainerimination among the terms taken together in relation to a concrete

object,,to teach .the terms in the same order in relation to an object On

a page in a book and on a chart On a board. Left out of the sequence s

, instruction in these terms in relltion to the student himself.)
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c. The instructional hierarchies are all truncated. They teach at

the knowledge and comprehension level only. Studenta are seldom asked to

aPply, analyze, synthesize. They may, on the other hand, be asked to

-aynthesize without any steps in between comprehension and synthesis.

, (e.g., the terminal:objective is to write a poem, whi)i is.a synthesis

level objective. The siudents hays been asked, in the other steps lead-
.

.4:

Int; up to this, to reAd poems, yecite poems they have memorized, and tell .

the meaning of poems. .The highest level is translate: comprehension..

,

However, they.have never learned rules for writing poems, applied each

of.th4,..and'analyzed poems to identify haw the rules had been applied

by the poet.- Had these tasks been pert of the hierarchy, it would pro-

gress- from 'translation .to application and analysis before reaching

synthedia.)

These examples were purpos4Wphosen because they are kinds of'

omissions teachtrs Cc:stow:11y take care of almost automatically and

because they acw nOt gaps recognizable only to a specialist In reading

or math. Teachers plug gaps daily. Hawever, materials that require such

measures are inferior in construction to those that do not. Some pf the

gaps might require filling only ipr the student who has trouble learning.

Some may not be as readily recognizable as these examples and yet they

May be cruci*.

Determination of the presence or, absence ok a testing procedure

and its adequacy is essential to structure since the stUdent's progress

from one obfective to the next ob/ect/ve hinges on mastery of the first

or& before he can work on the subsequent ane.

43
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IIIC. The questions.asked to determine if there is a teiting pro-
,

cedure adequate to determine mastery of the objectiv'es are as follows:

1. How well do the test items, observation guidelines or

other mastery criteria match the implied or explicit objectives?

2. Are all objectives,-stated or implied, measured or checked

by observation and are criteria provided?

a. affective?

b. cognitive?

c. psychomotor?

The first of these questions refers to the match of.the expressed

or implied objectives to the test items. ("Are the test items'indeed

criterion-referenced?" is eesentially the question.) A test itim may

demand behavior that is something less than, different from, or more than

the objectives specify. In any of these eases, the structure of the cui-

riculum, as defined by the objectives scope and sequence, is weakened and

must be judged inadequate.

In the case of affective objectives, usualli there is no testing

procedure possible. However, if the objectives are well-writien it is

possible to identify observable (through not testable) behaviors accept-

able as evidence of achievement of the objectives. Sometimes these are

provided by conscientious developers in the form of observation guide-

lines and/or checklists. The second questicin attends to each domain of

objectives, if domains other than the cognitive are relevant. Furnishing

of criterIa for evaluation of objectives by the developer is very helpful

to the teacher:
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While this discussion of structure has centered on analysis for

structure of new materials, the match of instruction tests and objectives

is of major concern in the analysis of present prograias well. In addi-

tion, the use of standard achievement tests may cloud the issue by cell-
.

ing attention to supposed inadequacies that may be real or may be simpfy

the result of adequate.instruction for different objectives.

For example, if you feel you have a probtim in mathematics because

your standard achievement scores are law, but; on the Other hand, the

items tn the standard achievement test do not match your objectives or

your instruction, there may be no problem at all, unless it is a problem '

of redefining gpals and objectives or selecting different tests as the

measures of progress which are valued by the school. You.simply are not

measuring what you teach. That istan administrative problem, not an

analysis problem. Similarly, if your instruction does not match your

objectives, you are giving lipservice to behaviors you are not teaching

and probably cannot hope to have students reach the goals to which those
44

behaviors are prerequisite.

All of this seems obvious and therefore to mention it seems un-

necessary. However, this often is not considered in analyzing present

.materials and selecting new ones. In the preparation and previewing of

materials, the content, concept and skill emphases and the instructional

method appropriateness to your school (match to your students and teach-

ers) has been considered. This is one kind of matching that is important

to the intrinsic analysis process. Often in the examination of instruc-

tional materials, the expressed or implied objectives are evaluated sep-

arately from the instruction and the curriculum tests without considers-

'4 5
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tion of their interrelationships. 'The closeness of match of objectives,

instruction and curriculum tests, however, is one measure of quality of

structure. As any curriculum designer well knows, objeCtives and tests

usually are written before the instruction or lesson is written. Tests

simply ask that the student demonstrate the behavior described in the

objective. Then lessons are designed to*teach to the obiective.

It would seei that determining the match of.objectives and tests

would be an easy task. For some reason, it is not. Probably that reason'

is habit. Certain behaviors are tested in certain Wys which may be in-
.

appropriate, but which have been unquestioned except in university classes

in testing. Progress through a well-structured curriculum cannot be

measured if the three way match.(objectives, lessons, tests) does not

exist. Therefore, to determine if a curriculum is or is not well-

structured, the analyst.must be able to master the skill of identifying

such a three-way match or lack of it. Some exercises at the end of this

manual are designed to provide both practice and a check on your ability

to carry out this analysis task.

Long form questiond: The explanatory value of the more.precise

questions in the long form instrument for the construct, structure, prob-

ably will be greater if the questions on the first three portions under '

structure (ABC) are listed here. This is so because these refer to the

substance of the materials while the final portion (D) refers to the

props provided the teachers in the use of the structure for organizing

the dlassroom. These additional que'stions follow:
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MAI a. Do randomly selected objectives' have matching instruc-

tional materials which both _teach and require deMonstration of the identi-
.

cal behavior described by the objective?

IIIB1 a: For each generalization which is a part of an.expressed

or implied objective are the'component Ofinciple and concepts taught?

b. For each principle which As part of an expressed or implied

objective are the component concepts taught?

111B2 a. When content previously encountered ik!!! subject matter

of later instruction, are references made to the earlier instruction to

help build cognitive bridges and

11133 a. Do the behaviors

the same taxonomy levels or are

is appropriate?

instructional structUre?

required of the students fall within

all levels af behavior sampled, when this

IIIC1 a. Are there self-test items in end of chapter and/or end

of unit, or other curriculum tests which demand the behavior expressed

in the selected objeCtives so the students are made aWare of wbat mastery

tests will require for progression?

II1C2 a. For expresed affective objectives', is there any guidance

in determining howsto judge whether they have been attained? Is more

than one example of criterion behavior supplied in the teacher's manual

or in other guidelines?

b. When a.concept is taught, is it tested by requiring the

student to distinguish between examples and non examples and to generate

a new (e.g., untaught) example?

'4 7
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c. When a principle is.taught, is it tested by requiring

recall of component concepts, by requiring stating the principle and/or

by asking 'the student to apply it, or describe how it could be applied,

or to deacribe cases where it would or would not be applicable?

d. In generalizing, do students generate their own examples

of the generalization?
ip

e. In problem solving, do students select the appropriate

principlp and solve the problem?

HID. The questions asked under section D of the analysi6 instru-

ment, designed to determine the quality of the guidance supplied by di-
,

rections to the teacher in instructional materials and the teacher's

manual are the following:

1. How adequate are the props which the instructor's manual

provides to guide the teacher in diagnosis of student needs and for

placement and progression?

2. How adequate is the guidance supplied by the teacher'

manual for alternate, remedial or supplemental instruction for students?

3. To what degree do the range of the objectives alone or

the objectives combAmed with the remedial or supplemental instruction

match the range of the student population?

The first two questions require an estimate of the adequacy of the

- help which is furnished in the diagnosis of.student'needs. Does the

teacher's manual tell you how to judge where the student should begin,

how you will know when he or she should move on to a new task and which

task? Are there alternate materials, remedial materials and/or supple-
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mentary materials in the program or are there-suggestions for what you

can do to offer each of these as needed by your students, as well as

suggeitions for how you can tell thilt they- are needed? Any part of theae

-questions to which the response is "no" should be conaidered a valid

reason-ior judginethe.quality of this dimension as less than satis-

.

factory.

Even if the structure of a program lig perfect, if there is no con-
.

sideration given to-how each student using the program will progress '

through it, it cannot be considered well-structured. Even tetth adequate

structure gnd options for alternative, remedial and suppltmental instruc-

tion, if the teacher is not informed aboetlhow to employ elms alteina-

tives, he or she)cannot be expected to provide optimally structured in-

.

struction.

The final considerilion, under this construct, is the degree to

which the range of the instructional.objectives, including the above-
,

mentione4 options, meets the range of needs of the population to be

served (IIID3). If the materials under consideration fail to meet the

needs of any considerable segment of the sctiool population, it would be

economically unfeasible to purchase them. Supplementing the materials

could undermine their carefully structured sequence as much as could a

.failure to use them appropriately because of inadequate instructions.

Long_form questions which further explicate this portion of the

structure questions are the following:

IIID1 a. Is there a scope and sequence chart to provide an over-
h,

all picture of-the structure of the initruction?

49
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111D2 a. How readily can remedial or supplementary materials be

plugged into this structure? Does some simple and feasible coding'system

appear to be possible for facilitating use of all available materials
mr

which can be fitted into the curriculum structure?

b. How well does this course, as it.is structuredfit into

the total school curriculum in this subject, especially the immediately

preceding and succeeding courses?

0

q'
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The_Construct4 Instructional Events

The final construct, instructional ev,,nts is restricted to consid-
.

eration of how the materials 'teach and what they tell the teacher about

how to teach. Some instructional materials fail to take the teacher into

the designer's confidence. The instructional methods, aid the philosophy

behind them, may have been briefly mentioned in a forward or in advertis-

ing literature, but often the specific strategies used in the student in-

structional materials are not ideniified and the rationale for them is not

revealed. This is unfortunate, since thveacher cannot support and iiy,

indeed, defeat the purpose of strategies of which he or she is unaware.

It is hoped that the skill of analysis, as taught in these materials, may

help teachers to identify the Strategies which developers have employed

and have not described for the user.

The instructional events construct is dividdd into substance and

usage. Instructional events, substance, refers to the quality of methods

and strategies used in instruction and the quality of support, given the

teicher for monitoring instruction which employs theSe methods and Strat-

egies through explanation of how and why they are %Lied. The intrinsic

quality of content concepts and skills taught is also a concern under this

construct as well as the efficiency of the management system which keeps

the instructions,in the materials functioning so that students and meter-

ials are intqrfacing to the maximum possible extatt.

Instructional events, usage, is the element in these instrumenis

that calls upon the analyst's background knowledge and 'experience in in-

strqctional psychology and all the possible input from the PSIP agencies

51



to update the analyst's knowledge and undetstanditig of what research im-

plies for practice. Here the most recent prescriptions for how to teach

the subject being analyzed can be plugged into the process.

IVA. Instructional Events (substance). To determine if the teacher's

manual provides sufficient teaching assistance the following questions are

asked: Do the materials provide:

1. information on methods?

2. information on strategies?

3. background information, vocabulary (definitions of terms)

and procedures?

If the method used throughout the materials is inductive'and the

student'is expected, through examples, to learn.a concept or to acquire

an understianding of how a,principle wirks the instructor should be informed

that this is the method use na the rationale behind it. Usually, for

young children, a concept that is abstract is taught inductively because
0

the child is still at the stage of concrete operations. Some children

might be thoroughly confused by a teacher who was not informed that this

was the method used and who attemiited to define, and teach the chIldren to

dAine, abstract concepts they could better learn tO induce from the ex-

amples given in the materials.
1

Some developers are very conscientious in providing teachers with

the rationale for their selection .of methods and strategies and include

backgrourid information that can be most helpful. An example that will

illustrate this point may be found in the Individualized Science Program

(IS) developed at LRDC. In a level A lesson designed to teach the student
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to explore alternate ways of sorting objects add to explore the concept,

of class inclusion dote in the following description the tremendous

teacher support offered in the background information:

The lesson activity is built around a' kit containing a bouquet

of flowers. The studentg name the flowers, sort them, are asked to

suggest other ways of sorting them and continue until they have run

out of suggestions for sorting. (e.g., Bouquet: flowers, leaves,

Bouquet: roses, daffodils, carnations, philodendron leaves, dahlia

leaves, etc.).

Then the suggestion Ls ftade to the teacher that the examples

given are,made in one sort and multiple sort could be introduced

by asking students to sort the flowers by kind and the leaves by

kind, and then the flowers by color.

Other suggestions are made: to draw a chart, to ask questions

such-as "are there more roses or are there more flowers? Are there

moxe red carnations or are there more leaves?"

Finally, there is this note:

This DGA* is not designed to teach the student how to
answer these questions, but rather to explore the idea
of class inclusion. When asked, "Are there more roses
or are there mote flatiers?" it is fairly typical for a
student at this level to answer that there are more
roses. He looks at the three classes of flowers and
notes that there are more roses than daffodils and more
rOses than carnations. He is comparing the number of
flowers and that, therefore, thete are more flowers than
roses. Don't tell him that his answer is wrodi, but dis--
cuss the answer with him.

4
Ask him questior4 that will

help him identify the class of flowers and the class of
roses. If you are interested in reading more about this
behavior pattern in children, it is discussed in detail
in books by Jean Piaget and in books about the work of
Piaget.)

Directed group activity 53
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IVB. To determine intrinsic quality of cont nt, concepts and skills,

the questions ask for an estimate of:

1.,content quality.

2. concept quality.

3. skill quality.

To examine content, concepts and skills for substantive quality is

not the same as the examination of these same elements for their match to

the school's goals which is part of the preiviewing phase of materials an--

alysis. It is different from the scrutiny of the same elements for'the

opportuliity they provide for learning because of appr riateness and rel-
.

evance to student experience needs etc. The perspective on these three

,elements (content, concepts, skills) in this instance is also different

from that involved in the anaiyilesidope:for evaluation of structure and

.the examination of their appeal as motivators. I is an examination of

the intrinsic quality of phe instructional content, .codcepts and skills

and the instructional events in which they are eMbedded.

Skills may not be rated of high quality, for example, if consistently, .

throughout the materials, they sample only knowledge and comprehension

level behaviors. Teachers often speak of meter als which havd this fail-.

ing as requiring "only memory work."

'Judgment of content and concept quality te4ds to be rather subjective

or to be very much contingent on the analyst's philosophy of education or

his or her methodological orientation in the-subject field. For example,

which particular letteirsounds should be taught atthe beginning of in-

struction, and how many should be taught how fast, are theoretical

54
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4

questions which could draw forth four or five different responses from

four or five different experts. The advocate of a linguistic approach

might respond differently from the advocate of an information.processing.

-approach or an eclectic approach. Dr., Isabel Beck and Ellen HfcCaslin, in
Si

analyzing eight beginning teading programs, found that the phonics in-

struction in four basal.progrims (Ginn, Houghton Mifflin,llank Street

and Open Highways) was inappropriate for compensatory education students.

This was based on their analysis of ,the phonemic analysis instruction in

these programs. It was also based on their belief in the necessity of

very careful and explicit teaching'of Phonemic analysis skills. In short,

how one jpdges the intrinsic quality of the instruction in student mat-

erials is affected primarily, by the"methodolOgical orientation of the

'analyst.

IVC., -Questions asked to determine if,the management system is

efficient enowgh to support the quality of instruction are the following:

I. Can students work steadily without delay orthreat to
a

the affectiveneds of instructional events?

2. Can teachers manage,instruction without frequent break-

downs in the system?

These questions deal with the level of support provided by.the man-

agement system for the instructional events evaluated by the previous

questions. No matter how good the quality of content, concepts and skills
#t

as measured against current expert opinion or,research, if the management

system is not.efficient enough to support the effectiveness of these

instructional events or the teachers cannot Manage the system, because

55



of its complexity, without frequent breakdowns, the quality of this in-

struction will not pay off.
c.
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For example, let us use, again, the Beck, McCaslin report on reading

and the explicit teaching of phonemic analysis skills. Usually, this in-'

waves the teacher holding up cards and miodeling the sounding-out process.

In an individualized program, the management system must permit the teacher

to carry out this instruction with large or small groupsfas needed. while
4

others are occupied in other acWrities. To be effectivelthe system,mitst .

support the variety of activities required without a breakdown.

In the ECRI program,,for another example, the highly structsred'

process'includes sounding out the word aloud, spelling it and writing it.

The invariant characteristic of the procedure helps to make it work. The

students very quickly learn what is expected of them and the teacher's

ability to check out responses of several children spea ng in unison and

writing simultaneously is tremendously facilitated this invariance in

the system.

JudgIng the management system's adequacy is difficult without seeing

it in action or trying it out. However, as in judging the quality of

'teacher props in the first group of questions on the substantive quality-

of instructional events, the amount of effort that is put into supporting

-the teacher with rationale, detailed procedures, alternatives, and sug-

gestions of what may be expected from the students in their response to

the instru'etional events, often is a prediction of how effective the

system will be in operation.

6

.1.
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Long form questions: The questions that further clarify the intent

of instructional events, substance are the following:

LVA1 a. Do the insttuctions to the teacher specify whether or when

the materials teach inductively or deductively? Do they indicate if a,

discovery, guided discovery or individual inquiry method is used? Are -

they used in accordance with- appropriate.pedagogical procedures?

IVA2 a. Are ,instructional.strategies ever mentioned at all in

descrilAive or teacher mateiials? If they are not, it must be assumed

that the teacher's cooperation is not required for effectiveness unless

there is evidence to the conttary.

.IVA3 a. When the materials require an introduction by the teacher

or a synthesis, V the required information supplied for him oT her or

must the teacher supply it?

b. In presenting any'inforthation to the teacher on meloods or

stlategies, are all terns defined and all procedures describid?

IVB1 a. Does the teacher who will teach from these materials feel
.

that the content is.what should be taught in this stibject to these child-
*

ren? What do the experts say the issUes are? Taking these isvues into

consideration is this the .content you would choose?

IVB2 a. Are,these the concepts schOlars in the field recomnend

-should be taught to,children at this stage of their development?

IVB3 a. In order to teach the children learning-to-learn skills,

are alI taxonomic. levels sampled in these materials?

5 7
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IVD. Instructional Events (usage). The last two questions in the SIP

form of the intrinsic analysis instruments relate to the usage rather than

the substance of the instructional events. The questions asked are the

'following: Are the instructional strategies and methods appropriate for

this student population and are they used effectively?

1. Appropriateness of strategy selection and usage?

2. Appropriateness of methods selection and usage?

Methods, of course, may be chosen because of the kind of students

the materials are to be used with or the nature of the subject matter.

For example, a deductive method of teaching an abstract concept may bg

most expedient for adult learners when the same concept would best be

taught inductively to children not yet at the stage-of formal operations.-

Inquiry might be the method of choice for an eleltary school science

program which claimed to provide hands-on experience.manipulating sub-*

stances and machines and attempted to develop curiosity about natural

phenomena.,,, A deductive approach would be inappropriate in such-a case.

Strategies that would be most appropriate with one student population

might fail miserably witti a different population.

A mathetics (or backward chaining) approach might be very effect- -

ive in,teaching a'young student a memorization'task such as learning to

recite a poem. For an adult student in a poetry appreciation class who

would find that approach tedious, it could be more effective, and better

suited to the purpose of the course, to teach it by asking.the student to

analyze the poem, identifying the major coricepts, the rhythm and the

rhyming pattern, and then to use tliese to facilitate recall of the poem.

58



There is-only one long form question under this portion of the
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instrument, but there is also a list of strategies for the analyst to

check out and to supplement with his/her awn favorite strategies.

IVD1. a. If the materials claim to use certain instructionai strat-

egies, do they also tell how they are used so you can judge the appropriate-

ness of selection and usage?

b. Follawing are some instructional strategies that you might

want to check for and to ask yourself: Are, they appropriate here and are

p.
they used correctly? .

small steps
cues and prompts
questions distributed through instructional materials

(rather than only at the end)
advance organizers,
backVArd chaining
concept-learning strategies based on range of instances
subjedt.area specific straiegies such as modeling in

blending
practice
reinforcement'
feedback

Summary of Criteria

Criteria for prescreening are essentially those identified by the

LAT. Constraints must also be considered. Procedures for prescreening

require matching of the identified philosophy goals and objectives of the

-school with the emphases in content, concepts,.skills and instructional

method of the materials.

Appropriateness and relevance of ehe activities, content and con-

cepts to the student population and degree to which they teach all child-

ren in a clear, focused, concentrated way and adapt to individual differ-

ence are criteria for evaluating the amount of opportunity the materials
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being analyzed would provide for students to learn. The appropriateness

should be in terms of all the dimensions along which children differ which

may be related to learning, if we have some knowledge of the way to deal

-with these differences.

How motivating the materials may be is judged on the basis of the

amount of self direction, self selection and self evaluation; the rein-
)

forcement provided by materials and suggested to teachers; feedback to

stuaents On their-work; variety; interest, and functional quality.

Structure quality is based on explicitness of objectives and their

match to lessons and tests; the appropriateness of the content, concept

and skill sequencing; and the adequacy of guidance supplied for the

teacher in diagnosing and in remediation.

Instructional events are evaluated On the basis of the quality of

assistance provided the teacher o; methods, strategies and background in-

formation; the quality of instruction intrinsic in the matierials based

on what researcg suggests as effective; and on the efficiency of the

management system to support this quality instruction. The appropriate-

ness of the use of the instrucsional strategies and methods for this

particular population, and in the suggestions to the teachers for.,use of
-

these straiegies and methods, are the final criteria for analysis.

b 60
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Analysis of Management System, Practices or Processes

When a curriculum prodpct is analyzed as was described in the pre-

ceding pages, the built-in management system (if any) of that product is

analyzed concurrently. However, when a school contemplates the adoption
car

of a new instructional practice, such as a method for individualizing

instruction using its presenematerials, the kinds of questions one asks

are different. This is so
4 fr

use the sTstem, practice or process used is

the primary focus rather than the student,, parent or in-service instruc-

tional meteriiill_mhicff are the primary focus of a curriculum ptoduct.

If the management system is the sole change from present program,

the burden of proof thai the innovation will result in improvement rests

entirely with 'the system itself. Therefore, a special instrument has been

developed that attempts to direct the attention of the linker and the LAT
e.

to the salient questions about the system, to help determine whether or

not it would be a feasible solution to the school's problem. An example

of a management system is IGE, Individually Guided 14ucation.

In some instancesschools may contemplate selection of pradtices or

processes rather than a management systek.- Such practices might be special

procedures for teaching teading, such as the ECRI systqm. This is mo;e

than a management system.' It is a special set of instructional practices.

The Management Systems, Practices or Processes instrument (MPP form) may

be used for sets of practices or procedures as well as for, management

systems. ILA, individualized language arts, also is a set of procedures.

The particular artifacts which must be assembled for the intrinsic

analysis of a m4nagement system, process or practice are the student and
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class record forms, the teacher's manual or other handbook to provide guide-

lines for implementation'af,the system4.process or Practice and any objec-

tives or tests provided by thetdeveldpers.' Rationales.produced by the

,

developer may be'especially helpful. If training is suppVed, it would be,

most helpful to halie,a description of the training program, or, better,

still, theeprogram itself if it is a written one. Except where indicated

specifically in the following commentary on the analysis'process, any -of

all of these assembled materials will have to be examined to res to'

-_

the questions in the management system, practiqes or processes instrument:

Preparation and Previewing:

. -

As in using the SIP form of the instrument, the first steps in pre-

paration and previewing are to determine appropriateness for the particular

site and the match to the theoretical and philosophical orientation of the

staff. The wording of the.questions is the only difference between the

two forms. 'For products, the emphases on -content, concepts and skills

are matchsd'to the school's emphases and the instructional methdid is;

matched to the philosophical and theoretical orientation of the teaching

staff. The processes or systems form of the instrument addresses the same4-

concerns but the questions ask about appropriateness of the management

pyettem, practice or process mad the match of the practice or process to

the theoretical orientation of the teaching staff.

Clearly, there may be differing 'philosophical or theoretical orien-

tations among staff members, but they must be resolved during this pre-

viewing stage if the selection team is to reach.a consensus on a product

or process all members can work with.

62
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The Construct, OoPortunitY

LA. The questions asked to determine if this syste6 or practice

provides more time for learning are the following:

1. To what extent does the system or practice give the student

more on task time?

2. To what extent does the system or iractice give the teacher

more time to teach actively or to guide student learning?

The degree to which a system or practice permits more on task time

for,the student is crucial to the effectiveness of the innovation since

more on task time 'Provides the student with greater opportunity to learn.

Obvious as that sounds, it 1.4 a factot.,that fa being emphasized ky many

/
fof '06 recent major research studies uhiCh, rather apologetically, report

.
_

that ihe more tii actively engaged.in learning a particularsublitt, _the.

.:greater the achievement in.that.subject. It does need to be reiteratea,

.in.spiti of seiminitto be clearly evident, that of course students

learn bettei if they are actively engaged in learning than if they are not.

.We tend'Ito.carry on more and more activities in the classroom that are not
t.

cognitive. $1any of these may be management activities. If a system is

clear and simple, or it its comilexity is so designed that when fully

functioning it provides the student withadequate time for cognitive act-

ivity, it probably should receive a high quality rating for opportunity.

Similarly, if a set of procedures supply concentrated on-task time

for the student, they are likely to facilitate learning and the opportun-

ity quality rating for the process should be high.

a



The extent to which a practice or system gives the teacher more time

to teach (i.e., to engage in direct instruction) or to guide student learn-

ing is the next decision whial Must be made and a quality rating must be

generated. .

Among the Management system artifacts that may be considered, advan-

tages which are likely to provide teaching time (as opposed to excessive

'management time) for teacher are the following:

a) a scope and sequence'chart which includes indications of reme-

lt

diation, supplementation, and branching sdquences.

b) notes to the teacher, either in the teacher manual or teacher's

edition of the instructional materials, on what the student's options are

'at the conclusion of each lesson, unit, section of the course':

c) notes to the student on how to correct his/her own work and

,
what to do next.

d) simple record forms for students providing scores or indication

of mastery and a recor4 of.objectives completed and in process.

e)-Glass record forms which show; preferably et a glance, where

each,atudent is at the moment.

If the class is not individualized, i-t-"Anone-the-less important

that an management system provide teacher props to make it as easy as

possible forrthe teacher to know where each student is in the program of

instruct*. If the records are based on groups .rather than individuals,

it is itill essential that the system provide a systematic way of keeping

track of each student. The only difference with groups is that students

may stuO and move in lock-step rather than individually.
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The Construct, Motivators

IIA. The questions asked to determine if the system or practice

offers advantages to both student and teacher which will encourage co-

oteration ix implementing it are the following:

1. To what extent does it save-the teacher time and/or effort?

2. To what extent does it help the teacher teach more effec-

tively?

3. To what extent does it help the student spend more active

time in learning what he/she finds intereiting?.

The consideration under,the co att.+, moiliators, is very much re-

lated to and may be based on the info ,tion generated in'analyzing oppor-
-

tunity for learning.- However, here the focus-is the aegree'of motivation
4,

that is generated by ihe freeing up of the teacher to pursile professional

tasks because of-the effiOency ind effectiveness.of the system. 'For the

LAT member, the ultimate test of the motivational quality of a process or

management, system would be, of course,'in the usage of that process dr

system. A high rating under the opportunity construct:would seem to.guar-
.

antee a high rating under 11,,A1, iavihg time and effort-for the teacher.
/*

Yet, this may not be so. While a system or process may,cleatly provide

more time for learning, the analyst may feel that the teachets in this ,

school would not consider it a saving of time

motivating to them for a variety of reasons..

and effort that would. be
4

N...

They tight have tried a

systematic way of recording.progress for each student in the past and may°

have found it burdensome in spite of its obvious efficiend; when,fully ,

/ '

operational. For the teachers who felt this\way, even though they might
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agree that it permitted more on task time for students and direct instruc-

tion by teachers, the practice or sYstem might not seem to be a sufficient

saving of time aad effort to make it motivating to them.

The second question under the motivatOrs construct (I1A2) relates

primarily to processes, although it is conceivable that an efficient man

" igement system, in some affeitive way, by keeping thi teacher calm and

concentrated on task, could lead to more effective teaching. A behaviorist

process of'reinforcement might lead to more effective teaching, for example,

as might a process such as the Pennsylvania Department of Education's Com-

prehensive Reading/Language Arts Plan (PCRP) using four critical exper-

iences: responding to literature; self-selected and sustained silent

reading; composing-oral and written; and studying language patterns.

The' third question under motivators (IIA3) is on the motivational

aspect of the amount of time the system or prdcess provides for the stu-

dent to do what is interesting to him or her. This, of course, means

cognitive activity of interest, not non-academic interests. One example

of s might be the aforementioned Pennsylvania Reading/Language Arts

program's it selected and sustained silent reading feature, which tias

the potential for being motivating for all children if properly imple-

mented. In"some Ochools where reading already is the "thing to do," it

might be judged immediately and without reservation as a program that is

highly motivating to the student.

IIB: The questions in this instrument designed to determine if the

system,or practice provides the student with more independence in man-

.

aging his awn 'earning are the following:
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1. To what extent" does,the student have a chance to select his

own topic, reading, activity, etc.?

2. To what extrt does he'have a chancePto correct his own

work, decide when he is ready to go on to a nesQ activity?

3. Is the student allowed to work wi h his/her own friends,

tutor or to be tutored or otherwise interact, co itively, with peers?

This portion of the instrument's items on mot vators hinges on the

known motivational effect of self-management. Quest ons 1-.4 explore the

"extent to which this motivational effect is permitted o o erate through

selection of topic (unit, perhaps), activity (which lesson); to correct

his/her work; to judge mastery and.subsequent activity; to lan-his/her

own time, or to decide with whom he or she will work.

All of these items are-relevant to either a management system or a

practice or process. An example, among R&D outcomes for student planning,.

of his/her own time is the Self Schedule System, which is an instructional

management tystem designea-to allow different Children to work on strud.-

tured and unstructured learning activities at the same time within a

classroom. It helps students take increasing.fesponsibility for planning

and carrying out their own activities with minimal teacher direction'.

Systems or processes may not be designed'so speCifically for'the

purpose of promoting self-direction and yet may permit it. The key and

important term,in the above description, however, mush be kept in mind in

evaluating all self-directional activities ilhether self-scheduling, self,:-

selection or self-evaluation: "increasing." The analyst should observe

whether the system thiows,the child in to sink or swim, Tequiring him/her

4
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to demonstrate self-ilianagement behavior immediately, or whether the system

teaches self-management behavior by permitting increasinglamounts of it,

with full instruction in how to do it. In the latter case of successive

approximations, a process or system should be highly rated, but not in, .

the forther instance, because no practice could be judged motivating if it

-
were,threatening, and any "sink or swim" procedure would be.s threatening

one.

The Construct, Structure

This construct, used to assimble analysis information for systems

or practices, is closely related to the just-discussed self-management

dimension under motivators because the latter, as we have indicated, can-
,

not be adjudged motivating if it is not taught in

the'structure construct is how well sequenced and

the steps, not only of self-management but of any

managed or which is the objective.4 the process.

IIIA. Questions asked are:

steps. The focus under,

appropriately spaced are

A

other behavior which is

. 1. To what degree do the objectives, match the identified

problems in the4target school?

2. To wha.degree are adequate instruction and/or explicit

directions provided for user of,the system, process?

3. To what degree do the demands of the objectives match the

capabilities.of the students and teachers and the constraints of their

environme4i?

The first question is an evaluation of the relevance of the objec-.

ties to the identified needs of the school, as thes bjectives are
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expressed in a management plan, scope and sequence ofbehaviors chart, or

process objectives listing. The fit betWeen the identified needs of the

salool and the objectives, individually, is a prerequisite consideration

to the appropriateness of the irntire strUcture of the process or system.

a

Analysis'of structure is considerably less complex for.a system or

process than for a product, since.a preduct IS'multi-dimenaional,',while a
.1 . .

. ,

system or process is. -essentially, synonymous with a structured sequence
,

et.

of Procedures. Therefore the major questions become.a) the match of the

'Objectives to the school's problims, and to the capabilities of students
.

anci teachers, as well aS to the constraints of their, environment, and '

b) the care with which che structure is maintained by.adequate instruC-
,

tions to users.

o.

extreme example of a non-productive managenent system Sor a given

-schoo would be one which'required use of a.computer when a Cotputer-could4

C
got p edbly be made available to-that school. That would be an 'environ-

4 t

mentf constraint. Clearly such a system woad not reach the point.of

is because it would be screened out. A. less obvious example; that

.

d'reach the, point of analysis, would be a management system that de-

mancted a speci4ied weekly planning period, whicfi a given school might not

be able to provide within the constraints of its schdduling'and personnel

limitations.

41 furthef example might.be a process such as Self-Sheduling.' This

system might be given a very poor quality rating by some LAT members who

: were searching for a procedure which would relieve them'of excessively de-
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.40

manding management duties (as Self-Scheduling would do), but-who would

4

consider themselves incapable of yielding authoriey to students ,toldécide

when they will do which-task.

Particularly in reading, grouping often is a concern of teachers.

A management system that provides for grouping and regrouping of students

for reading and which piescribes recordkeeping and decision making pro-

cedures for such grouping might well be a proposed adoption.

Quite clearly, a grouping system and a self-scheduling system would

be incompatible, but one group of%teachers might prefer the former and

smother group, the latter. If thig kind of difference coUld not be worked

out during previewing, it might possibly result in more than one selectick'

rather than a single choice.

The Construct, Instructional Events

This construct in the management systims processes or practices in-

sirument is a measure of she degree to.which the system or.practice permits
411

s the teacher to be more effective. The major question is the following:

Does this system or practice permit the teacher more time to plan and ,

-carry out carefully selected instructional strategies appropriate for

these students?

rvA. The means by.which this cotild be provided is described in the

three analysis questions:

1. To what extent does the system relieve the teacher of

management, clerical duties.

2; To what extent does the'system itself incorporate use Of

.effective instructional strategies?
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3. To what extent does the system permit and encourage cre-
.

. .

ative teaching (beyond what is prescribed) by suggestion, eximple, in- .

struction, etc.?

:Mile similar to the question on direct instruction (under oppor-

tunity), and,the motivator, saving of teacher tilie and/or effort, the

focus here ig'Ehe quality'of the instructional events the process or

system makes possible. If it is a system,.it may relieve the teacher of
e

management duties so that he or she, indirectly, is permitted to arrange

'more effectivt instructional'strategids. If it is a process, it may in-

corporate effective strategies. An example of this woad be ECRI, which

' is a proeess for teaching reading that incorporates a host of effective

insysttional strategies.

'
Most processes are highly prescriptivsf (as are management systems)

and they may prescribe effective strategies for the very situations which

the .needs assessment phase of ate PSIP process hes identified as situations

which fequire attentiOn. Question 3, however, goes beyond the actual

'focus of the process or system being analyzed, to the degree to which it

permits or encourages creative teaching.

is.Examples of this would'be management systems which provide sugges-

tions, examples, and how-to-do-it"instructions for Use of a variety of
A

research-basecrinstructional strategies appropriate for prizerratilticipated

or unanticipated situations. How to handle behavior p.roblems through be-

havior modification prodedures, for example, could be a suggested strategy.

How to provide the student with advance organizers on which following learn-
-4

ing ccc4d be.built (or, in Ausubel's terms; under which it would be sub-

-Aumed), woul4 be another example of instruction in effective strategies.
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In short, the quality ratings the 'analyst gives to the 'dimensions

analyzed under instructionafevents ere Elased on the degree to which the

system process or practice fiees the teicher to teach while supporting

the effectiveness offthat teaching by incorporating within it effective
4

strategies, or encouraging and teaching the teacher to incorporate such

strategies in the process of instruction.
11,

Sammary of Criteria for MPP Form

Criterion.for evaluating the quality of a manageiment system is pri-

marily the degree to which it provides-strong support for the teacher.

This is tiue, also, of most processes. They are designed to provide system-

atic assistance to the teacher in carrying out effective,Listruction.

For the construct, opportunity, freeing up of student and teacher

for more on task time and direct instruction is sought. Self-management

'for students and saving of time and effort for teachers, as well as aid in

teaching tore effectively, are the goals for thelootivdtors canstruct.

\

The match of system or process objectives to needs and capabilities

of students and'teachers and the provision of user directions and instruc-
.

tions'are criteria for the structure cOnstruct.

Indtructional events.quality hinges on both appropriate instructional

strategies which are a part of the system and the provision of suggestions,

examples, or instruction for the teacher in how to ude other instructional

strategies that can be expected to work. Relief frbm non teaching duties,

which a system or process might provide, is also a criterion for.quality

of instiuctional events, since it can give'the teacher time to plan in-

.

struction in advance.
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Amalysis of the Curriculum Model or the Instructional Management ProceSs

The identification of the curriculum model or of the essential ele-

ments of the instrIctional management process usually is a spin-off of an

intrinsic analysis. By examining each important' dimension of a curriculum

in depth, the critical elements of that curriculum inevitably are high-

lighted. Therefore, the mode/ instrument is not meant to be used indepen-

dently of either of the two analysis instruments. -It does not serve.to

identify the curriculum model or the essential elements of the instruction-

al management process. It does serve to suggest important.questions which

must be attended if a product or process is to be adopted, in order to

facilitate its effective implementation. The initial assumption is that

the analyst knows, or thinks he knows, what the model is. If s/he does

not know,'the questions should reveal the fact and further research on

product or process will be required.

I. The first question in this instrument refers to the critical

elements of the model. Often, the developer attempts to explain to the

consumer the rationale behind.the program he has developed. Sometimes,

V

the research support for the design elements is explicitly cited. Usually,

a developer who writes a documented rationale will provide, also,*a very

clear description of those elements of the model which are vital to its

effectiveness. /f this is available, it is one source of data for the

analyst's response to this question. The information gained from carrying

out an intrinsic analysis on the product or process is the other sout:4de.

During the intrinsic analysis process, the analyst has been mAking

notes on any critical elements of the product or-process which are
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revealed as he or she Carried out each analysis proced re. The preface of

this manual alerts the analyst to the.need to make tea on these elements

as they become apparent.

Since the dimensions which are emphasized in each product or process

may be different, it is impossible to suggest what to look at or where to

find it in order to identify the model. However, there are a limited num-'

er of dimensions that can differ friom model to model and these intrinsic

analysis procedures, by organizing information under four major constructs

help to systematize the information on the product or process so that the

model stands out quite clearly.

. At the end of the analysis process, the notes that have been kept

on critical elements should be reviewed and revised, if necessary, as a

result of the overall impression of the model that remains after examining

all the available artifacts. This results in a listing of critical ele-

ments. Such a revision and refinement is a feature of this curriculum

model or Instructional management process instrument. It is designed to

lead the analyst to an explicit statement of his or her own, supported

findings on the model.

The reason the critical elements of the model should be listed in

detail, is to recall them to the mind of the individual analyst and to

make them readily available to debate 14th other members of the LAT if

there is disagreement on what is critical. It is better to resolve the

question of critical elements at the time of selection rather than to have

serioult disagreement and, perhaps, less than optimal implementation laier.
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By critical elements, we mean the features of an innovation which

make it work. There is substantial evidence that programs often are what

they say they are in name only because what is essential to the innovation

has never been implemented or has dropped out in the course of being ad-t

apted a the local site. 'Usually, this is not purposeful, but happens

because the adapters have lost sight of the crilical elements of the model

they have chosen.

A typical example of this may be drawn from the early days of In-

dividually Prescribed Instruction (IPI), which permitted students to move
4

through the materials at their own.pace. A critical aement was diagnosis

on the basis of pretests. It was found some teachers pretested and then,

even if the student mestered the pretest, they made him/her do the .lesson

anyway instead of going on to the next lessOh. When challenged on this,

in almost every instance the teacher expounded ihe philosophy: "Practice

makes erfect." They were undermining the curriculum they had adopted by

ign ing a critical element of the model.

On the other hand, sometimes teachers who have not recognized what

is critical have been apologetic -to the developers because of changes they
. A

have made during adaptation, whiCh have been noh-essential features of the 411IP

curriculum And entirely acceptable. 'An example of this would.be the addi-

tion of different booksn any selected readii ng portion of a curriculum

in order to permit a more interesting choice of books tb the particular

students'in this school. As long as the books were at the same reading

level as Oose they were Substituted for, it would not affect the program.



II. The second question is an attempt to support the itemized crit-

ical elements generated in response to Question 1. Acceptable as evidence

that particular elements are critical would be any statements of the dev-

eloper in support of them, either with research or empirical evidence.or

the, logic of the developer's rationale.

For example, for the self-schedule system mentioned previously, in

addition to the specific objectives of the progra;1 wfiich detail outcomes

in terms of what the child will be able to do,, there are also listed goals

of the system, the design of the system and student and teadher functions.

From this wealth of.explicit information on the purposes of the system it

is possible to deduce wbat elements are essential and what elements are -

desirable but not critical to.the successful operation of self-scheduling...

This does not mean .that the process of identifying critical elemens

and listing the'evidence that they are critical is a process of eliminaiing

as many elements as possible which the developer has specified as important,

in order to have a manageable description of the product or process.that-

will merit the designation, model.

It meins, rather, subsuming or incorporating as many elements as

possible that have common characteristics under one superordinate eategery

in order to identify a minimal number of categories which can be designated

elements of the model. A model is, brdefinition, a representation or
, I

pattern of something.

Curriculum products or processes never can bd nor should be iden-
.

tical in every setting, nor even in every classroom within ti given, setting.

However, to attain the results attributed to a given prodUct or process,

key features (the model) must be retained. It is these features that may

7 6_
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or may not be made explicit by the develop r or publisher in the materials

themselves, and it

ularly if they are

is these features that nust be identified and, partic-
1

implicit rather than e+licit, mutt be supported with

evidence of their essentiality.

When the response to Question 2 is written, the analyst may want

tO revise the response to Question 1.

III. To respond to Question III (Wha-t_evidence is there that these

elements are critical?), it may be necessary for the analyst to review the

teacher's manual. The listing of the various metiOds of conveying to the

teacher what elements are critital may seeM_Winecessary, but, ag with all

.of.these items, it is designed to lead towards greater and greater pre-

cision in specifying and supporting the essentiality of the critical ele-

ments
119

of the model.' P

Teacher materials may never describe'the total model in any one

-place. Each essential'element may be introduced and explained as it iS

encountered. What to look for to find how the developer informs the teach-

er about each element is a prescriptive statement (e.g., "be sure to do

the following;" A°always...,", "in sucb a case, remember t ...").,

Sometimes th ! prescriptive statements are made to the student (e.g.,

"when you correct your iest;.if this...then this..."). They will have to

be translated'Imt something /ike the following: Self-evaluation and sub-

sequent prescript on based on it'are,essential elements of the curriculum.

This means that i the teacher refuses to permit students to evaluate

their own tests and make their own preperiptions, the curriculum will not

achieve the goals to which it aspires..

7'?
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IV. The fourth question in fhis instrument (Is further in-service

instructir necessary or advisable?), is based on the previous three, in

part. That is, if the model is clear, the response might well be that in-

service instruction is not necessary. If it is still fuzty or if.the crit-

ical elements identified seem to be in conflict wi.61 the philosophy or

custobry professional style of one or more teachers Who will be imple-

menting it, it may.be wise to consider in-service instruction to bolster

# the support for the model prior to attempting'implementation.

V. Either linker or LAT member will know, better than any external

analyst, those who must implement any selection. The fifth question seeks

to build on this knowledge by requesting recommendatips for experiences

which would impress upon teachers the critical nature of these elemenis

of the yodel. For some teachers.,citations and explanations of research,

in support of these elements, either in writing or delivered by an expert

in a workshop .eituation, would be most convincing.. .For-other teachers,

simulations ot actual classroom situations to demonstrate the effect of

noi attending to these elements might be more persuasive. Again, there

might be teachers who wduld prefer to hear narratiVes of cases in which

the critical elements were lolated--with results and cases in which they

were carefully attended--also with results. This kind of information might

not be availeble, however, ia which case hypothetical cases could be used

with probable results:,

VI. The floal quebtion 4ed not be answered by either linker or

LAT member. It is listed as a reminder to linker, LAT, and SAT that all

of the agengies involved in PSIP have a responsibility to be sure that no
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outcome should fail to be effective because the sChool did not know,'clearly;'

the model it had chosen in advance of installation. -The question is: "How

can the facilitator (PSIP) provide ttiese experiences?" All of the agencies

must keep lines of communication open so that if any ,outcome model has

not been clearly and accurately defined by and/or for the adopting site,

insuch a way that the critical elements will/not be violated, experiences

will be'provided by PSIP to help pinpoint those critical e ements.

1-

t
To demonstrate the pr cess of taking notes whenever critical ele-

ment of the model surfaces s one analyzes a product ot pr cess, part of

the description of the Self-Schedule System from the N1E P oduct Catalo ue

follows. As desCribed previously, this system supplies a s bstantial

amount of descriptive material and lists goals and objectiv s for each

component and each participant role in the program. However, the quota-

tion below *ill suffice to demonstrate how key words can alert the analyst

to critical elements of a curriculum or a system.

"Under the Self-Schedule System, children pick up their prescribed
assignments at the beginning of each activity session (either a 1 day or

1/2 day) and understand that they must accomplish the prescribed tasks
during the course of the session. They may, however, work on the tasks
in any order they choose. Under this system, at any given time children
can be found working in virtually every area of the classroom, with the
teacher circulating among them. Small groups of children can be called
together for group activities - for example, a group reading lesson -
whenever the teacher wishes. Children can also form groups of their awn
for exploratory games or other activities. When the group session'is
over, children can return easily to their previously interrupted activi-
ties or to new ohes.

The teacher's role involves guiding and providing proper environ-
mental support for the student. These functions are critical to the
successful operation of the system. The "how to" aspects of cakrying out
the teacher role are provided in a detailed teacher's manual."
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With key words underlined, the notes the analyst would make after

reading this paragraph probably would look something like this:

System Model.- possible critical elements - first listing:

Student:

1. Prescribed assignments.

(must accomplish during session)

2. Choose tisk ordei.
4

%

3. Can form groups.

Teacher:

l. Role involves guiding and providing proper

environmental support for student.

(critical functions)

2. ny: group whenever (s)he wishes.

Noie that the key words fall into two major groups. The most im-

portant group designates invariant tasks, roles, rules, etc. These are

such wor4a ai; prescribed and must. The second group involves\allowed

variations. These are such words as choose, can, may. Qualifying words

are also helpful because they may specifilikhow important alemliats are such

as "critical" as applied to teacher functions in the above paragraph.

Another such word is "whenever" in the above Paragraph specifying that

there is no limitation,on teacher's option to form groups.

The.analyst inevitably will have a very long first list of iden-

tified elements in his or her first few attempts at analysis. However,

after discussion'with other members of the program analysis or selection

team, the list can be very quickly curtailed as the elements that are in

the same class are combined into a single category qf critical elemenii.

HO
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The process of defining the model is a very ilportant .learning ex-

perience and one that the author of this manual feels confident is crucial

to successful adoption/adaptation -and to I;oth effectiVe and enduring int-

plementatioti of imnovative products or processes.

Conclusion

Four constructs which incorporate dimensions that seem to make K.,
#

difference in Ltudent achievement have been us organize questions for

intrinsic anai4rsis of curriculum.products or esses. These questions

examine the quality of the dimensions under each construct: opportunity,

mOtivators, structure and Imstructional events. In addition, the process

of performing the'analysis provides anopportunity to identify critical '

elements of the, product or process being analyzed.

Thy instruction in procedures for ,performing an intrinsic analysis, j

OF using these instruments is the substance of this manual. This instruction

consists of explanations, wiamiles and step-by-step procedures, with

supporting reseakch references in the appendix.

There are several component skills required to carry out the neces-

sary analysis procedures. Some of these skills are quite specialized and

the description of procedures may not give the novide analyst the confi-

dence to apply them: They shOUld be rehearsed in a hypothetical situation

before they are applied on the.analyiis of a.currigulum product or process.

Therefore, a series of practice exercise's are prov/ded on the following

i

pages. An answer key follows the exercises,with suggested appropriate

responies.



Exercises

Much of the knowledge and.many of the skills required for performing'

an intrinsic analysis normally are part of the teacher's repertoire and

beyond.the scope of this manual. What is more, teachers use this know-
\

ledge and these skills daily in making decisions about teaching activities:.

HoWever, they seldom analyze their present materials or select new mater-

ials in any systematic way.

Intrinsic analysis instruments and procedures, as supplied by this

manual, are necessary to provide a framework for the systematic examine-
.

tion of materials to make present materials review and new materials se-

lection more rational processes.

Among the analysis skills which teachers may be eXpected to have

are the,ebility to judge the appropriateness of materials for their stu-

dent populations.and to recognize adaptiveness to individual differences, .

varieey of activities and format and provision for self-management.

Teachers- can be expected to recognize adequacy of teacher support in

manuals and student materials and efficiency of the management system.

To use these skills, then, the rationales, descriptions, examples, in-

struments and step-by-step procedures are sufficient assistance.

There are, however, a few skills involved in performing a compre-

hensive intrinsic analysis which not all teachers will have acquired.tThe
%

exercises whith follow are designed to prOvide a self-check on skills in

performing these less familiar procedures. The answer key at the end of

the exerc±ses makes it possible for the analyst to spot any of' his or her

problem areas.
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Ole way :these.eXercises dan be used'iWfor helping krogram analysis

.-or selection temp members to identify the rote they will take in the actual

analysije process after completion of the training manual. lasks mayabe

assigned in suCh a way that eaCh task is performed by at least two people,

one of whom is confident in his or her ability to carry out all of the

required procedureg. This teaming of analysts will give*the less con-

, fident teeth -member the4eer support needed to acquire those skills in

which.he or she is weak, through supervised practide.

.

These exercises are withoUt directidns in order to simulate tile real
,,-

r ,

.analys1s riipuation Tdhen the analyst is confronted with 0.1 the materials
. ,r .s..

. -o6 program and mat judge them along the dimensions taught in this man-

ual. .Each-of theek sele4ions:Is chosen *cause it 'represents an example
,

of instruction or Ipsfructional directions which hpme begn'characterized
9

Previously in the Ahnual. YOU may prefer to check your response tci the

' first item;In the answer key that follows on page 84.

1. Teacher manual information: ,f

Teacher% often Idpok thf6ugh.the text for remedies to problems.
However, if the teaching is a system, then.it is impossible to skip- .

about and have the-system work.While the order of presentation herel
is not the only possikle order, it is not possib,le to iritroduce-another
order without rewriting the series.

. Therefbre, the teacher must use the leasons in the order pre-
3"..* . sented. You may go back to reteack, but,you may,not go forward,' skip-

s:between. You may add things, only'rf absolutely necessary
.

,.

and then, only with great Caution, 'because it is difficult,to unlearn .1#
. ? .

filcorrect generalizations. (Paraphrased from The Roberts English Series,
,

NY: Harcourt, Brace, World1966). ,

.400

2. The,reading program, in its rationale describes,its academic
k .=

r

games that children enjoy, some similar to scrabble and le4 that are '

. .

,
,

.

',All gimpg for teactking spelling and arithmetic. Then it recommends that

.re
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the children be allowed to play them-to develop their interest so they .

will find the more traditional arithmetic and spelling drila that follows

less distasteful./ .

.3. 1The students are learning to do long division. The strategy is

to teach.them by giving them a long division problem solved with only the

last step, the remainder', to be foun-d. :Then the Student does the last two

steps, ehe last three steps, etc. in consecutive order.* The problem is

presented to the student correctly'solved up to the step& left for the
4

studgnt to do.

a 4. Directions to the teacher:

isve the children clap once as you say, fast, twice as you say
faster. Then pronounce each word carefully so both syllables can be heard.
(farm, farder; start, started) as the children clap have them decide
whether it is a one'or two syllable word:

dampA hunter pepper
dump hunted into
mend Aart hand

Have the children,write h on the Chalkboard. Have the children
repeat after you.

hot hole
hat hed
hate hitch

-happy
high 'honey

Have children give rhyming wOrds beginning wlth h, explaining that
rhymes are words that sound alike except at the beginning.like Jill and
hill, sled and bed.

Teacher says Word - child says rhyming word:
top (hop) rope (hope)

k
sit (hit) corn (horn)
fat (hat) mail (hail)
fold (hold) roam (home)

(Paraphrased .from Basic, Readirig,, NY: Lippincelit, 1963)

p.

4

S.
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Y. Composition - Grade

5.

2 3 4

CAT - CAT - _AT CAT

`RAT - RAT = _AT -

HAT - HAT - AT - H

Teacher: Ask t

p
student to complete columns 2, 3 and 4. Explain s/he

mut follow the dots in column 2, fill in the first letters in column 3,

follow dots and fill in blanks in rim= 4.'

6. Rationale:

At the early levels of.this program,' illustrations are used for.an

78

additional context for the printed messages. The children learn to use

pictures to verify the predictions they make from the print. As children

Move through thV'levels, the picture ta print ratio diminishes.

t. Keep the lesson entirely oral.
A

2. Write on the board the words familiar, situation - setting ready for school.

3. Use free discussion', encouraging student to tell. what their sensory
',Ixperiences are as they prepare'for school. What do they see, hear,

feel, smell?

Do not write &own ideas but,conce9trate on receiving as 'Many ideas as .

possible in lb to 12 minutes:w.

(Teacher directions continue with exercises involving just sight, then other

4 senses one at a time in subsequent lessons. Yinally, have.the students write

single words with modifiers on some given familiar situation.) '

8. Student directions:

1. Below are four pairs of statements. Read them.

a. Clouds are formations of condensed water.
Clouds are like puffs of cotton.
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b. The United
many countr

States
ies.

is committed to'giving' military assistance to '

The United
tyranny.

States is a-fortress guarding against the assaults of

c. A song consists of words which are recited in rhythmic patterns to
the accompaniment of music.
A song is like an angel's sigh.

d. A dog is a four fboted, domesticated, carnivorous mammal.
A dog is man's best friend.

2... Now, choose one pair of sentences and write two brief paragrapha
begifining each with one of the sentences in the pair you have chosen:
Then, compare the two paragraphs you have written and.answer this'
question: How did the point Of view taken in the first,sentence of
each paragraph determine'w4pt you could add? (Paraphrased from
Postman: Explqring Your Language, Holt, Rinehart and,Winston,
1966.)

9. Frbm the teacher's manual:

Discrete examples of concepts differ widely in nonessential features*

such as shape, size and color (if these are nonessential).

10. Rationale:

\The authors of this eogram belielle that the basic facts taught in
,

secoxic grade shoUld be preented by the same direct mithod, not indirectly,

s

and that'the goal should be to iriow them to the point of immediate recall.

Student materials:
If 4 + 6 10 and 1 more than 4 5

then 5 + 6 1 more than 10 or 11.

11. The student worksheet shows three.columns of pictures of different

sizes and shapes of diffeent colored containers labeled pints or quarts.

The directions telOthe teacher to ask the students to decide whether the

4

pictures in each row hold an amount equi1 to, less than or greater than

the'amountle top row of containers holdoand then 4raw a ring around' the
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correct gioup of words to, less than, or greater than) written at

the side of each :F>w .

12. The fo4.1owing is a portion of.the objectives of a math curriculum
rt

for early elementafyssshool children:

The'student should be able to:
read a list of telephone numhers
tell his/her home phone number
dial a telephone number
read a calendar
circle the day's date on the calendar
write the day, month and year
read a thermometer
write the temperature of the room
using play money, count it

simulating purchases, pay and
.count change.

.(and others in the same vein)

13. For kindergarten children, teaCher directions:

. Have the children follow two step directions, such as "Get up from .0".

your seat and close the door (or.open the door)." After the students have

mastered this, follow it with three-step directions. "Get a piece of red

Paper, get a pair of scissors and cut the paper in half." Some kinder-

garten children can co on to follow four step directions after mastery. of I
\

three.

14. Teacher directions:,

GUIDANCE CHART FOR LETTER SOUNDS

YOU WILL LEARN TO READ A NEW SOUND.

THE NAME OF THIS LETTER IS... (Pupil Response)

WHAT IS THE NAME OF THIS LETTER?

THIS LETTER MAKES THE SOUND/ 14

SAY / I.

WHAT SOUND-DOES THIS LETTER MAKE?

'7
tt,

ft



SPELL AND READ THIS SOUND.

(Remove model) WRITE, SPELL, AND READ.

(Show mtlel) PROOF AND CORRECT.......

WHAT LETTER HAKES THE SOUND / /?

(Remove mOdel) SPELL AND SAY. -LOOK AT pE (Deleti "LOOK AT ME" whed
behavior is establislIed.)

NOW, LET'S PUT THIS CARD WITH OTHER CARD§ OF THE.SOUNDS WE KNOW AND
PRACTICE THEg..

Practices with flashcards

81

READ THE somp OF THE LETTER WHEN MY FINGER TOUCHES THE CARD.

kkAD THE SOUND AS MANY TIMES AS YOU CAN- UNTIL MY FINGER COMES OFF THE CARD.'

I WILL PIA' THE LETTER " " WITH OTHER LETTERS YOU HAVE LEARNED. READ ONLY
THE SOUND / / WHEN yousa *THE LETTER " ". (Use only when limited
number of letters have been learned.)

READ THE SOUND OF EACH LETTER:

READ.THE SOUND OF EACH LETTER 'TIMES.

READ THIS SOUND AND HOLD IT AS LONG AS MY FINGER IS OS THE CARD.
(For continuant consonants only.)

,Practice in written exercises

WRITE, SPELL AND. READ ALOUD THE LETTER THAT MAW THE SOUNIX/ / AS MANY
TIMES AS YOU CAN UNTIL I SAY "FINISH." THEN FINISH THAT LETTER AND PUT
YOUR PENCIL DOWN. "FINISH.-"

WITH,YOUR FINGER UNDER EACH LETTERS READ THE SOUNDS OF THE LETTERS YOU
WROTE.

(From Exemplary Crter fof Reading Instruction, ECRI, Salt Lake CIT Utah)

15. Student'objectives:

*.

a. Identifies calendar units, # days in week; # days in each month. Com-
'pletes claendars. Word problems. Writes given Aate in words and
numbers or in numbers.

b. Heads any time on clock face using
time using clock face. Writes and
ulary and punctuation,

hour and miniite hands. Shows any
reads time using appropriate vocab-

to

c. Finds minutes elapsed between 2 minute hand readings.. Limit 2 hours.
Calculates passage of time.

88
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d. Solves problems.adding/subtrAcitidgihours/half hours on clock face.

e. Adds/subtracts time units. One'st4 pebblems. No regrouping. Limit

2 11 hours.

.f. Solves problems in reading bus, train, plane schedules;

,g. Addition/subtraction 2-3 time units. 1-2 regtoupings. Seconds

through years.

16. The following is a list of objectives, each of which is followed

by,a test item for that objective:

a. The student shlould be able to domprehend and ifiterpret the reading

materials assigned to him/her.

Test items:
The short story, "Gift,of the Magi" is assigned to be read and the
follOging questiods to be answered:

What was.the relationship of the two principal charactlxs?. .

, :what was the surprfse ending?
Why did it happen?

1 How do you think the man and woman felt about their'gifts?

,
.

b. The student should be able to selec.t library books that are of interest

to him.

Test item:
Below is a list of fiction and non-fiction books ap your readinv
.level that are available in the' school library. Please indicate :

by,a check mark those you would find interesting and.write ope
sentence,for each book checked saying why you checked it.'

(List ,follows)

c. The student should be able to define the folld6ing words: noun,

4

pronoug, adjective, adverb.

Test item: f

Below are foar words and fonr definitions. .1.1htch the words to the

and the mismatche'd s
definitiods by drawing lines 'between them.
.(There.Yollowhe four words in,one column
four definieletin the othgt.)°

.
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d. The student should be able to find the area of a rectangle.

.r

a

.

Test item:
The table is 5 feet long and 4 feet wide. What is the

area of the table?

N.

4

_J

e

9.0

"7-`,"

4
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. Answer Key to Exercises

1., This indicates that sequence is a critical element of the mOdel.

these two paragraphs are clear;evidence,

Note the imperatives "must,""may not,"

"only" which show that ihe only possible pequence adaptation is_to reteach

when necessary. Even supplementation is discouraged.

84

This is a linguistics program and

that sequence must not be changed,

2: Tfiis appears to ba an attempt to use games.to' motivate. However, it
I .

t a

is an inapproOriate,instructional strategy (inspructional event) tecauae

the orddr.should_be.reversed. The.bOaviorist Premack principle suggests

that tligher irohability behavior will reirdorce lower probability hehaviOr.

Therefore ,the drill should precede thegames ihth the latter piomised as
,

4 reinforcement of.the lower probability behaviors,

3. This is an approliriately used instructional strategy (instructional

c

event). It'is,an
o

example of backward chaining which'reinforces the student

with a correct answer as he-Proceeds. Itis also an example of successive

approximations since each step is an-approximation of the desired terminal

,behavior of.s4ying a long'division problem.
Po, 4

4: This .10-an example of direct instruction. The students are kept on
'

task bY their active participation, clapping, repeating aloud and con-
.

'tributiAg rhyming words.

5. This is an examOle of the ase of'cues (the pictures and the dotted

.1t is also a small step procedures Both strategies are used

correctly. .

6J The str.ategy describid -here.is fading. The pictures are cues which

are gradually fadea as the instruction progresses. Tjs has implications

91 1

.
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et'fdr the instructional model, also. It hapPens to be a 1 rning experience

program,and the pictures are a part of the means by whicq children are

enab4.ed to experience language quickly through conttxt. f The picturea,

therefore; are a critical element of the instructional

e order might undermine the strategy.

7. This is use of successive approximations. It is car

in'amall steps. It is motivating because it,' appeals to-st

el and varying

experiences. It is concentrated intense treatment. (Note

"Do not write down ideas." This would cause delay and the

inattention.)

fully structured

dents' perional

he-cautio0,
10,41N4'

ossib3lity of

8. This is an excellent example of the discovery method. Tte Student

discovers for himself or herself how significant the tone of.a topic

sentence can be. It is extremely well designed.

9. Appropriate concept teaching strategy to help the student d scover the
,

critical attributes Of the.concepce^
44

10. If this example actually had appeared in materials which clalrned the
\

philosophy expressed, they would be thoroughly inconsistent. The theory

supports memorization'of the number combinations.

110% Tlids is very intense treatment. The 'students heve to convert pints,

-,,tb quarts, read the words and demonstrate understanding of the concepts

greater than,"less than and eqUal to.. For appropriate structuring, this.
..

lesson would have required the mastery of prior objectives for ihe con-

cepts pintfan4 quart and

equal to and less than:

were tatight. If they had

prior objectives for the concepts greater than,

The analyst should apcertain.that these concepts

been taught, it would be a good lesson.

92
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12. This would be a good example of tile functiOnal use.of numbe

(motivators).

13. This is a small steps strategy and the last sentence indicat s an

attempt to individualize instruction on the basis of diagnosis Of ach

student's development.

14. This is very direct instruction. It is teacher guided. .The s udenpf

are kept strictly on task. In addition, it employs a strategy of us ng

all the sensesTh.iowing of the model for proofing and correcting

provides immediate feedback. The exercise includes timed practice.

procedure of watching the teacher is a mo ing strategy which Also i

prompt that is faded when the behavior Isestablishèd. All the strategi s

employed are used appropriately.

15. This sequence on time has nib major gaps in it. There is no pro-i

vision for learning morning, afternoon,Alight and:for dividing the day

at noon and midnight and learning to write A.M. and P.M.

There is no provision for identifying thesecond hand, reading. seconds

0

and learning how many seconds there are in a minute'.

16. a. The test items for.this objective are appropriate. The literal

questions test the comprehension part of the objective-and the tnterpretiVe,

questions test the interpretive part of the objective. It does not.re-

quire greai skill to interpret this particular story, so the questions are

simple and straightiorward.

b. This test item is inappropriate. The objective is to select. A

selection process goes beyond reading a t(itle. It may be influenced by

the table qf contents, illustrations, 'the brief cover, overview, etc.



;

a.

The juitification of the selection was not part of the objective and

would be an unrealistic task on the baiis of title alone.

c. To define means just that. It does not mean to recognize a

definition. Also.,An matching questions it is better not to have an

equal number of items.

d. This test item aatches the objective.

,
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Intkinsic Analysis Ihstrumept

Part 1
,4

Student Materials, Inservice Materials, Parent Materials (SIP form)

.88

-

.
Preparation and previewing of miterials is.the first step before analyzing

'them along the fon:owing dimensions.

1. OpportunitY (substance):

A. Are the activities, content and concepts apPropriate for the

student' population so there is opportunity to learn?

1. Are the activities appropriate ior the developmentaf lev 1

, and socio-economic characteristics of the students?

2. Is the content relevant to these students?

3. Are-the coUcept examples provided relevant to the studeht's

. /
experience, needs, stage of instruction, so conceptualize-

... . / '
,

tion can occur? I
.. 2 ,

Quality rating of activities on the basis of AI 2, 3,:
A r

(1 excellent; /. goodf 3 fairl 4 poor)

Opportunity (usage)

B. Do the mecerials yeac1in a'clear, focused, conCentrated way and

adapt to indivildual learning differences?

1. Do the materials supply concentrated cognitive aceiviity.fqr-
.

thelstudent-(paient, teacher) to assure adequate oPportUnity
.

to learn?

2; Do the materials provide theopportunity to learn fOr.both

slow and fast students and do..they,provide for different

learning styles?
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11.

.

Quality rating of;intensity,of treatment an adaptiveness

,

On'the,basis of Bl,'2: '

(t, exCollent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poor)

II. Motivators:

A. Is there an opportunity for student (parent, tea er)

I

self-direction, selEction, evaluation?

1. Does the dtudent (parent, teicher)

s' select insbructional activities?

%
2.' Does hi or she plan his/hir program?

3. Does he/she have an opportunity for sea-

evaluation?

6
Nvality rating of motivators on the-basis of A1,20

r-

"(1 excellent; 2 goodr1 fair; 4 poor)

B. Do the materials provide reiliforceMent oi do they

instruct thie teacher hoci and when to do so?

1. Do the materials provide reinforcelent?

2. Do the'materials provide feedback ?

'

pOsality.of reinforcement based on. al,

(1 excellent;.2 good;..3 fair;.4 poor).

C.' Is there sufficient variety in the.materials to *appeal to

studint interests?

I. Is therervariety in method, mode% format, and in-
.

N '
structionarsEr ategies?.:

)

2., .Are there alternative filt?Is. through the maegrials
1

to accommodate individual differences?

.)

89
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3. Is content appealing to arange of inteiests?

4. Are mAterials functional, related to life

expeiiences?

Quality of variety on the bases of. C 174

, (I excellent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poor.

III. Structure:

A. Are there specific expressed instructional 'objectives or

clearly implied objectives on which the instruction is ioased?

1. To what degree does the instruction teach to

the objectivei?

Quality rating of objectives-on the basis of A 1,

*(1 excellent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poor)

How well are the objectives structured and sequelced to

build towards the terMinal goals

1. as indicated by a concept analysis? (sampling)

A
2. as indicated by a content analysis? (sampling)

*3. as indicated by a skill analysis? (sampling)

Q5a1ity rating of sequencing on the basAs of B 1, 2, 3

(1 excelleat; 2.good; 3 fair; 4 poor)

90

C. Is there a .teating Procedure adequate to deterTing mastery of the

objectives.

1. How well do the test items, observation guidelines or

other mastery criteria match the implied or explicit

objectives?
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2. Are all.objectives, stated or implied, measured or

checked by observation and are criteria provided?

a. Affective?.

b. Cognitive?

c. Psychomotor?

Quality rating of lesting on the basis of.C,l, 2:

(1,excellent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poor)

D. Does the instructor's manual provide guidance for diagnosis

ana remediatreattent?

1. How adequate are the,Props which Vle instructor's

manual provides to guide the teacher in diagnosis

of student needs and for placement and progression?

2. How adequate is the guidance supplied by the teacher's

manual for alternate, remedial or supplemental fn-
.<

struction for students?

3. To what degree do the range of the objectivá alone

or the objectives combined with the remedifil or

supplemental instruction m ch the range of the

.student-Opulation?

Quality rating of guidance for diagn ais and treatment

4
on the basis of D 1, 2, 3,

(1 excellent; 2.good; 3 fair; 4 poor)

IV. Instructional Events (Substance):

A. Does the teacher's manual (in-service parent
\,

materials)furni.sh sufficient teachixiJ assistance?

'9i
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`414.10,

1. :Information on methods?

2.- tnfOrmi:Aon 'on strategies?

34 Background information, vocabulary (definitions

, .

of terms) and procedures?

Quality of teacher props on the basis of A 1, 2, 3,

(1 excellent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poor)

B. is the quality of.instruction in student materials con-
'

sistently 'high?

1. Content quality?

2. Concept qu'ality?

3. Skill'quality? -

Quality of teacher props on the basis of B 1, 2, 3,

. (1 excellent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poor)
1

4.;

C; Is the management system efficient enough to support the quality'
-

of instruction?
. /

1. Can students work.dteadily without delay or threat

to the effectiveness of instructional events?

2. Can teaChers manage instruction without frequent

breakdowns in. the system?

Quality of management system 9n the basis of C 1, 2,

4
(I excellent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poor)

Instructional Vents (usage)
"

D. Are the instructional strategies alai methods appropriate

for this student population and are they used effectively?

9 9



I.

1. Appropriatenese of strategy

selection and usage?

2. Appropriateness of methods selection

and usage?

Qualify of instructional strategies and methods batiied qn A I, 2

(1 excellett; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 pooi)

a

IMO

A 9 3
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' Intrinsic-Analysis Instrument

Part 2
.s

Management Systems, Practices or Processes .0217) form)

I. Opportunity:

A. Does Ws system or practice provide more time'

fot learning?

1. To what extent dots the system or practice

give-the student more on task time?.

2. To what extent does the practice or system

give the teacher more time io actively teach

(direct instruction) ,or guide student learning?

QualitY rating of opportunity on the basis of I, 2,

II. Motivators:

94

A. Does this system or practice offer advantages to both

student &nd Vtacher which will encourage cooperation

in implementing lt?

1. To what extent does it iave the teacher time

and/or effort?

2. To what extent does it help the teacher teach

More effectively?

3. To what extent does it help the student spend

more active time in learning what he/she finds

interesting?

Quality rating of motivators on the basis of 1, 2, 3

'gm
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B. Does this system or practice provide the student With

tmore iddependence in managing his awn learniig?

1.-XTo what extent does the student have a chance

to select his own topic, reading, activity, etc.?

2. 'to what.extent does he.have a chance to correct his

own work, decide when he is ready to go on to a new

activity?

3. To what extent is he/she permitted., encouraged,

to plan his/her own time? .

4. Is the student allayed to work with his/her own

friends, tutor or be tutored or otherwise inter-
,

set, cognitively, with peers?

Quality rating of motivators on the basis of 1, 2,

III. Structure:

A. Are there specific process objectives (i.e., student seif-

management, learning-to7learn, maximal use of expertise by

team teaihing, etc.)? 0

1. To what degree do the objectives match

the identified problems.in the target school?

2. To what degree are adequate instruction and/or
1/4

explicit directions provided for the user of th,

system, process?

3. 4ro what degree do the demands of the objectives

match the capabilities of the.students and teach-

ers and the constraints of their environment?

%Quality rating of structure on the basis of 1, 2, 3 .

102



IV. Instructional Events:

A. Does this system or practice permit the teacher more time

to plan and carry out carefully selected instructional

strategies apprOptlate for these students?

1. To what extent does the system relieve the

teacher of management, clerical duties?

2. To what extentkdoes the system itself incorporate

use of effective instructional strategies?

3. To what extent does'the system permit and enCourage

creative teaching (beyond what is prescribed) by
ai

suggestions, example, instruction, etc.?

Quality rating of instructioual events on the basis of,42, 3

r
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Intinsic Analysis Instrument

Part 3

97

Analysis of the Curriculam Model or the Instructional Management Process

I. What are the critical elements of
(implicit or explicitly specified

U. What evidence is there that these
critical?

this model?,
by the developer)

elements are

III. ,How do the teacher materials infbrm the teacher
of the essentiality of these specific model com-
ponents?

IV. Is further in-service instrjction necessary or

advisable?
.

V. What kind of experiences are likely to impress upon
the teacher the critical nature of theie elements?

VI. How can the facilitator (PSIP) provide these
experiences?

a

194
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Intrinsic Analysis Instrument.

Long Form
1

Student Materials, /nservice Materials, Parent Materials (SIP form)

Preparation and previewing of materials is the firsi step before analyzing

them along the following'dimensiohs.-

I. Opportunity (substance):

4

A. Are the activities, content and concepts appropriate for the
4

student population so there is opportunity tiO learn?
),

1. Are the activfties appropriate'for the deveaopmental level

and socio-economic characteristics of the students?

a. Are all written explanations and directions for atudents

simple, uncomplicated, Waightforward and easy for this'

age level to understand?

b. Is the objectiN;e'oi eachtad'assignslent expressed clearly

for the student to know explicitly what s/he must do, how

well? If it is not clearly expressed, is it vety obvious

from the wording what behavior is expected and the level

of performance required?

2# 'Is the content relevant to these students? .

.

a. Does the content relate closely enough to the Student's

own knowledge and experiences to build on t em? Does it

1-

offer enough new information o provide opportunity to

learn that can be related to what is already known?

I
There is no long form for the process part of the instrument (Part 2, MRP
form) or tlie curriculum model or instructional management process form
(Part 3).
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b. Is there-content (i.e., facts, infolmation, eventi, people?

ihatkyou deem.eSsential,, which i'S-left outa

3. Are the conCept examples provided relevant to the student's

Apirience, needs, stage of instruction, so cbnceptUaAzatima'

can occur?'

a. Is,there instructional material411able to teach espen-
t,+':

tial concepts, written in vocabulary at the level of the

lowest student? Has some ofothe instruction been planned

to challenge the most advanced student?
a

b. Are concept instances selected so.that early in instruction

they have few irrelevant.attributes .(or characteristics

that are not the essential defining chaik'teris4cs of

thacoricept class)?

Are concept instances, late in instruction selected which

have more.irrelevant attributes.and hence ere more dif-

fiCult to recOgilize as examples of the concept?

c. Are there concepts (i.e., classes of things that

illpbrtant organizing centers of a subject) &hich

sidr essential that are reft out?

Quality 'rating of,activities on the-basis of Al, 2, 3,:

(1 excellent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poor)

Opportunity (usage)

are the

you con-

B. Do the materials teach in a clear, focused, concentrated way and

adapt to individual, learning differences?

4

106
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1. Do th'e matetials supply concentrated c'ognitive activity for

the student (parent, teacher) to assdre adequate opportunity

to learn?

a. Ip there opportunity provided to learn each expressed
41

Qr implied objective?

b. Are there enough learning activities to maximize the

students' opPortunities for learning?

, .

c. Do the materials suggest or provide sufficient direction

to make possible dirett instructiofi (i.e.; teacher-directed

instruction) a large part of the time?

. Do the material's provide the opportunity to learn for both

slow and fast students and do they provide for different

. learning styles?

a. Are the exercises and tas dematited of the student diverse

enough io that.students.'. different learning style& tan be

accommodated?

b. po'the instructional materials supply.enough practice for

these students to learn?

c. Does thg management system suggested by the matprials

permit adaptation.to individual pace? .

Quality rating of intensity of treatment and ad'aptiveness on the

basis of Bl, 2:

(1 excellent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poor)

107.
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II. Motivators:"
.

A. Is there an opportunityfor student (parent, teacher) self-

.%

d$rection, fkelectIon, evaluation?

1. Does tbe student (parent, teacher) select insituctionii

z

activities?

a. Have the materials taught the Student or provided guide-

lines for the teacher to teach, the student how to make

9

appropriate selections?

b. Is ttlere any vai-iety in procedures for making Selections

to accommodate individual differences in self-d;rectedness,

complementing the teaching and/or guidelines in la?

2. Does he or phe plan his/her program?

a. Is the student allowed to plan his/her awn time without

prior instruction in how to do so? How adequate are the,.

directions for this indepehdent kind of behavior? .

3. Does he/she have an opportunity for-self-evaluation? ,
a% Is there insttuction in how to evalStehis/her'ownI,Axek?

b. Is the student eased into self-selection, self-evaluation

in'a step-by-step fashion apprOpriate,to the developmental .

and experiential level of the.studenti

Quality rating of motivators on the basis;of Al, 2, 3,:

(I excellent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poorY

B. Do the materials provide reinforcement or do they instruct the

teacher how and when to do so?

10i
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1. TbIthe materials provide ydinforcement?
if

a., ?cies the iristructor's matimirprovide ekamples of appro-.

"priate reinfoicement procedures?
t .

b. "Does-the student see the objecerves or 'are fherip.check-.-

lists ot some,recognitionof prpgress that the student
.

-

:.. ,can use to monitor his or her Succese
...

.
..

.
.

. , .. .

'7..' .' . D5. ehe materials iiroVide feedback?r : . a
,. ,

4,

.? 't
Ar*Y.

a..Arq 14ns to the teaoher for providing feedback

arid motiVatort sufficiently clear and are the signals in.
,

th pbterials for how and wh,en to use them sufficiently

gIttentioprgettiug'to encourage their use?,

Quality of reinforcement based on Bl,

(1.excellene; 2 goOd; 3 fair; 4 poor)

C. Is there sufficient variety in the materials to appal to student

I 7

%,

interests?

I. Is there.variefy in method, mode, format, and instructional

strategies?

a. Are.there too many activities of the same kind which

'might become boring to the'studente,

b. Is the student allowed to tutor a peer or be tutored by

a peer?
A

71
Are there, altern ative paths through the materials to

accommpdate individual differences?

,

09
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a.'Do all students move through the materials in lock-step

,

or are there_opportunities for students to have unl.que

programb. that 1;teet their needs?

b. Where there are a variety of possible pathways and in-

dividual Programs Of study ? are the teacher's..40ctions

adequate for effective management of this variety?A

3. Is content-appealing to a range of intereste?

a. If. I were the age of these students, would I find these

materials interesting? If I were of similar background

and experience as these children, would I probably enjoy

working with these materials?

4. .Are materials functional, related to life experiences?

Quality of variety on the basis of C1-4:

(1 excellent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poor)

III. Structure:

4

A. Are there specific expressed instructional objectives or clearly

implied objectives on which the instruction is.based?

1. To what degree does the instruction teach to the objectives?

a. Do.randomly selectea objectives have matching instructional

.materials which both teach and require demonstration of

. the identical behavior described by the objeCtive?

Quality rating of objectives on the basis of Al:

(1 excellent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poor)

B. How well are the objectives 9tructured and sequenced to build

towards the terminal goals

1

s
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1. as indicated by a,concept analysis? (sampling)

a. For each generalization which is a part of an expressed
4.

or impliea objectivi'Are the component ptinciple and .

concepts taught?

b. For'each principle which is part of an expresgedeor implied

objective are the component concepts taught? '

-2. as indicated by a content analysis? (samplihg)

a. When contentipreviously encountered is the subject matter

of later instruction, gire references made to the earlier

insIruction to help build cognitive bridges and instruc-

tional structure?

3. as indicated by a skill analysis? (sampling)

a. Do.the behaviors rquired of the students fall within the

same taxonomy levels or are all levels of behavior sampled,

when this is appropriate?

Quality rating of sequencing on the iiasis of BI, 2, 3:

(I excellent; 2 goqd; 3 fair; 4 poor)

C. Is there's testing procedure adequate to determine mastery of the

objectives?

I. How well do the test items, observation guidelines or other

tastery criteria match the implied or explicit objectives?

a. Are there self-test items in end of chapter and/or end

of unit, or other curriculum tests which demand thp

behavior expressed in the selected objectives so the

students are made aware of what mastery tes,ts will re-

claire for progression?
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2. Are aflobjectives, staied or implied, measured or checked

.by observation and.are criteria prOvided?

Affective?

Cognitive?

PsychoMotor?

a. For expressed aff otive objectives, is there any guidance

in determining ho to judge whether they have been Attained?

Is mire than one xample of criterion behaviorsupplied in

1

the teacher's minual or in other guidelines?

b. When a concept is taught, is it tested by requiring, the

stddent to distinguish between examples and non examples
*

and to generate a new (e.g., untaught) example? .

c. When a principle 14 taught, is it tested by requiring
e

\

recall of component concepts, by requiring stating the
,

principle and/or by asking the student to apply it, or

describe cases whete it would or would not be applicable?

d. In generalizing, do students generate their Own examples

of the generalization?

e. In problem solving, do students select the appropriate

principle and solve the problem?

Quality rating of testing on the basis of C1,2:
44

(1 excellent; 2 godd; 3 fair; 4 poor),

D. Does the instructor's manual provide guidance for diAgnbsis and

remedial treatment?

112
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we

1. How.adeiluate are the-props which the instructor's manual

-
C' 4

.provides to guidethe teacher:in diagyosis of student Ateds

and for placament and progression?'

a. Is'tpere a .scope and sdquedW chart to providekin overall

facture df tfie structure o he instruction?

2. How adequate is the guidance Supplied:Althe teacher's manual

for alternate, remedial Or supplemental inStruction for

students?
9

a. How readily can remedial or supplementary materials be

plugged into ,chiS strdcture? DoeS some simple and.feasible

coding system appear td be possible for facilitating use of

"all available materials which can be fitted into the curric-

ulum structure?

b. kow'well does this course, 'as it is structured, fit into

the total school curriculum in this subjict, especially

the immediately preceding and succeeding courses?

3. To what degree do the range of the objectives alone or the

objectives combined with the remedial or supplellental in-

struction match the range of the student population?

QuaLy rating for guidance for diagnosis and treatment on.the

basis of Dle 2, 3:

(1 excellent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poor)

Iv. nst?bctional Events (Substance):

A. Does the teacher's manual (in-service or parent materials)

fUrnish sufficient teaching assistance?

.113 .
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1. Information on methods?

e

(a. Do the instructions to%the teacher specify whether or,

when the paterials teach inductiVely or deductively? Do

they indicate if a discovery, guided discovefy oi
A

vidual inquiry method is d? Are they used in accord-

** isla

ance with appropriate pedagogical procedures?

Information on stiategies?,

a. Are instructional strategies ever mentioned at ill in

descriptive or teachei materials? If they are not, it

must belassumed that the teacher's cooperation is not

required for effectiveness unless there is evidence to

the contrary.

3. Background information, vocabulary (definitions of terms),

and procedures?

a.4When the materials r dire an.introduction by the teaCher

or a synthesis, is he required information suppried for,

him or,her or must teacher supplY it?

b. In presenting a ifo .4en to the teacher an methods

AdO
or sttategies, are a 1 terms defined and all procedures

described?

Quality of teacher props on the basis of Al, 2, 3:

(1 excellent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poor)

B. Is the quality of instruction in student materials consistently

high?

1. Content quality?

114
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0

a. Does the teacher who till teach from-these materialq feel

that the content is What should be taught in this subYect

to these children? Wliat do th'e experts say the issues
,

are? ,Taking these issues'into conlidetation is this the
%

cohtent you' would choose?.

2. ConceOt quality?

a. Are these thd concepts scholars in the field recommend

should 'be taught to children at this stage of their
. 4

developmeht?

*3. Skill quality?

111

a. 1n-order to teach the children learningtolearn skills,

are-all taxonomic levels sampled in these materials?

Quality of teacher props on-the basis of Bl, 2,

(1 excellent; 2 goodl 3 fair; 4 poor)
mk--

C. Is the management system efficient enough to support the quality

of instruction?

1. Can students work steadily without delay or threat to the

effectiveness of instructional events?

2. Can teachdrs manage instruction without frequent breakdowns

in the system?

Quality of management system on the basis of Cl, 2:

(1.excellent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poor) ,

Instructional Events (usage)

D. .Are the instructional strategies and methods appropriate for

this student population and.are they used effectively?

115
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1. Appropriateness of s.trategy selection and usage?

a. If the materials claim to use'cettain instructional strat-
.

egies, do they also tell\bow they are,used sia you can

udge the aPpropriateness of selection and usage?

.

b. Followlng are some instructional.atratege. that you
Tn,~:--

might %mat to check for'iind to aatOourself: .Ale th0

appropriate here and are thqr used correctly?

smalf steps
cues and prompts
questions diseributed through instructional

fnaterials (rather'than only at the end)

-advance organizers
backward chaining .1'

concept-learning strategies based on range
of instances

subject area specific strategies such as
modelitg in blending

practice
4 reinforcement

feedback

2. Appropriateness of methods selection and usage?

Quality of inseructional strategies and merhods based on DI, 2:

(1 excellent; 2 good; 3 fair; 4 poor)

a

11 6
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Steps in. Performing an Intrinsic Anysis

Preparation and Previewing:

A. Assemble and read carefully eachsof the following which is
available'to you: ,

i. Advertising materiils and, any available developer's
. descriptions, rationale or scholarly papers on the'

program or Orocesi.
% ,

2. The Introduction to the Teacher's Manual, Resource B6oks
or Teacher's Edition (Except when articulation appears to
be a problem, one level is enough to examine. However,
each member of an LAT may,choose a different level to pro-
vide a broader perspective.)

3 Any already completed.analyses (e.g., EPIE, CMAS, etc.)
./

B. Answer the following questions, for which these above sources
may provide information. (The claims in these assembled materials
can be Checked for accuracy in the analysis of the materials them-
selves, later in the analysistprocess). Use your professional
judgment to decide on the appropriate response.

1. Are the content, concept and skill emphases thb appro-
.priate ones for this school (teacher, student population)?

2. Does the instruetional method used in these materials
match the philosophical and theoretical orientation of
this teaching staff?

3. Are the.available.curriculum components sufficient for your
staff and can those that are, necessary be fit into the budget.?
(e.g., clear chart of scope and sequence, teacher resource
books, tests, supplementary,materials.)

4. Are there any constraints or criteria, identified by the
LAT, which these materials fail to meet?

If responses to any of these are negative (in, spite of PSIP
prescreening) you may want to eliminate this outcome from
consideration for adoption.

C. Select the appropriate.intrinsic analysis instrument (i.e., the
student, inservice, or parent instrument; or the management
systeins,Tractices or processes instrument) and read it over be-
fore beginning to use it to guide your work.
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I. Opportunity (SIP form)

A.1. Assemble and examine, as needed tp respond to instrument

questions, any of the'following that are available;

scope and sequence charts-
lists of course objectives
bampling of lessons, preferably scattered throughout

be maierills.
'the tests which follow Closest to these lessons (Which

-imay.be lesson twits, or curriculum embedded,tests, or
. unit tests),

. .
.

. 2. AnsWer the qdestions in the analysis instru4ent under opportunity

(substance). \

3. Rate the substantive quality of the materials for opportunity,

based an your responses to these questions. .
.

(.1"f each questior rates a 1, the qua1i4J rating shou4be I,

I
of course. If any one question rates a 4, "poor", ou may

consider giving the whole dimension a 4 rating. If there

is no "poor" rating, you may piefer to average the cores.

It is impossible to quantifylevaluatIon of these curriculum
'elements and the ratings must be used as they are intended,

only as a means of helping the analyst to retain and record

his or her overall impreRgYnn of each of several critical

dimeneons of the curriculum). ,-
, ,

f 1
r

4. 'If you are comparing curricula, enter your ratings for each

luestion-on the products selection Chart.

B.1. Using the same materials assembled for A, with the additianiof

- student and class record forms, examine EuS necessary and anAwer

the questions in the analysis instrument under opportunity (usagel.

2., Rate the teething in relation to the opportunity.Construct by'the

intensity of treatment of the lessons, clarity of objectives,

criterion referencing cof the tests to the otdectives, and facilit-

ation of on-task behavior by the management system.

3. Rate the lessons an the degreei to which they are adaptive enough

;o provide an opportunity to learn for all students,'regardless

bf their individual learning characteristics.

4. Rate the usage quality of the materials for opportunity, based

on your responses to these questi s

5. If you are comparing curricula, enter your ratings for each question

on'opportunity,usage,on the products selection chart.
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II. Motivators

.A.1.. Lay out all the illstructional materials available to you for re-
view. These will be used for spot checking and overall skimming.
For more intensive study, set aside a sampling of student materials
(texts, workbooks, record form etc.) and the teacher's manual..

2: U ngkife student'i instructional materials and record forms and
7

.
,

pile directions to the teacher on the conduct of class- activities..
determine the degree of self-direction, selection and evaluation
permitted and/or encouraged by the curriculum.

3. ,Rebpond,to each question in this category and nrite a quality'
rating for it.

B.1. Examine directions to the teacher in the teacher's manual to
determine what is suggested for reinforcement and feedback to
students. Identify, also, the amount of reinforcement and feed-
back buikt intp the student materials.

2. Respond to each question and rate the materials on quality of
reinforcement and feedback.

C.1.- The total range of materials should be skimmed to observe the
degree of,variety they Provide.

2. Thp questions on motivati,ion through interest, functional use and
variety should then be answered and a rating on this dimension of
motivation should be made.

3. If curricula are being compared, a rating for each question under
motivators Zhould be entered on the products selection chart.

. III. Structure-

A.1. Assemble the following:

A sampling of lessons and tests (preferably different ones
from those already used since the more portions of the curric-
ulum you examine, the better your chances of uncovering any
inadequacies if such exist.)

a scope and sequence chart, or a list of all the objectives
for the course,

the teacher's manual.

2. examine and rate the match of instruction to'objectives.
9.
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4.

13.1. Do a concept analysia,-using the scope'and sequence chart

and selected lesspns.
.

2. Do a content analysis using the scope aad gequence chart-

or list of objectives.-
,

'

3. Using the adope and sequence chart again, or list of objectiv'es,

and selected lessons, do a skill analysis.

4. Rate-ihe sequeneing on the basis of your analyses of content,

concepts and skills.

ftamine a sampllng of related objectives, lessons and.tests

to determine the adequacy of their match.

2. Check a samOling of objectives (choosing some from each ;

domain - cognitive, affective, and psychomotor) to determine
whether tests or teacher observation directions are provided
.for judging their attainment.

3. Rate the testing procedures.

D.1. Examine the instructor's manual, looking for the guidance provided

for diagnosis of students' present abilities for placement.

,

2. Look for the clarity of the instructions to the teacher on

when andshow to determine each succeeding assignment and what

to do if the student fails4to master an objective., .

3. Determine whether the suggestions for and provision of remedial

and/or supplemental instruttion meet the needs of all students

in your szhool so each is provided a structured instructional

plan building toward, the terminal goals of,the program.

4. Rate diagnoses and remediation on the basis of-your responses

to these questions.

5. If you ari comparing curricula, enter ratings for each question

under structure on the product selection chart.

IV. Instructional events

A.1. Assemble and examine, as needed, the following:

teacher's.manual
a sampling 9f student lessons.

management system record forms.

120
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2. Determine the adequacy pf the assistaice provided fot
the teacher in m.providing infor5tion on methods, stra gies,
procedures, and additional background information.

3.1. EValuate the quality'of the content concepts gnd skLl
taught by these materials.

C.1. Determine the efficiency of the management sstem in
facilitating effective instructional events by responding
to questions C.1, 2.

2. Enter a quality rating for instructional events (substance)

A.1. Examine the teacher materials and students lessons to determine
whether the strategies and methods are both'appropriate for
these students and appropriately used and respond to each
question under this category in the instrument.

2. Enter a quality rating for instruCtional events.(usage).

3. If you are compacing curricula fill in ratings for the instruc-
tional events questions in the product selection chart.

1 21
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Steps in Performing an Intrinsic Analysis

Minagement Systems', Practices or Prdeesses ckep forkiy

Preparatidn'and'Previewing is-a first stip, as in the use a the-SIP
form. The two iteps, Bl and 2,shoulereaClor this MPP form,a0 .41

follow:

115
1101m

Bl. Is the management system, practice,or prodess appropriate
for this school, thUe teadhers and students?

A
2. Does the inktrudtIonal practice or process match the

philosophical and theoretical brientlition, of this
teaching staff?-

Opportunity

°:Assemble and examine, as needed to respond to the questions
in thii instramint, any of the following that are aVailable:

student and class record forma'
teacher manualO and/or other directions to the

teacher on the system; practice or process
ahy in-service training descriptions or materials
,rationale or othii description and'theOreticall

background.for the system, practice or pleocese
any,objectives,of the system, practice or process

that explicitly inaicate.its goolts
directions to students.

2. Answer the questions in the analysis instrument under
'opportudity.

Rate the opportunity which this system, practice or process
provides for learning in the form of more on takk time fbr
students, and direct instructional time atid active guidanse
of learning. by the teadher.

4. If you-are comparing syStems; practices or proceses, enter
your ratings for each question on the selection cEart,'proess.

Motivators

A.1. Using the same materials already assembled, examine them and
answer each question under the construct, motivators, related
to the advantages provided student and teacher.

Rate the motivators that are based on saving of4eacher timeearid
effort, help for the teacher IA teaching more effectively and help
for the student dm active learning time of interest to him or her.

0)

a
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, B.1. Answer the questions under motivators related to self-
management.provisions of the system, practice Or process.

2. Enter a quality rating.for student self-selection,. self-
evaluation, independent planning and freedom to interact
cognitively with peers.

3. If you are comparing systems, pracptices or process, enter
your ratings for each question on the selecxion, chart,
process. .

III. Structure

P

A.f Among the artifacts you were asked (dbove) to asseo, if
available, were objectives of the management systemgpraatice
'or process. If there are no explicit objectives, they must
be inferred from the dedcriptive materials and rationale. It
would be helpful, if you are dealing vitt' objectives the de-
veloper has implied, rather than explicitly stated, if you
would list them for your use in responding to the questions
under the constiuct, structure.

2. Answer each of the questions under structure to 'identify the
degree of match of the objectives to the problem(s) the school
wants to work on and to the capabilities of students and teach-
ers and constraints of the environment. Also to be identified
is fhe degree directions and/or instructions'are provided for
the user of the system practice or process. .

a

3. Enter.a quality rating for your analysis af the degree o'fi
structure'made available by this system, practice or process
through its provision of appropriate objectives ancl, how-to-
do-it information for structuring the system.

4. Enter your ratings on the process selection chart, if appro-
.,

priate.

tit

IV. Instruttional Strategies

A.1. Using, again, the artifacts required for sections I, II and
III, dxamine them to determine whether or not they assist the
teacher in the planning and execution of appropriate instruc-
tional strategiei%

2. Respond to the question-on the degree to which the system
relieves the teacher of clerical and management duties (if

. it does so at

2 3
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3. Respond 'to the questions on the,sydiemisp,astsf.effective
strudtional strategies and thp encouragiOVinstruction
examples it provides the teacher for'genefa lig his or her

own effective strategies.

4. Enter a quality rating for applopriateness of, instructional

str,ategy assistance pr by'the-syltem, practice or

process. !!
%

in-
or

I ,.

For comparison during Selection, entpr ratings4an the process

selection form..

p.

I. A.'

4.4

.1(
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STUDENT BRIMS

Selection 'Chart (Products)
.

.- Outcome Outcome Outcome Out cc new
A 11 .

P

s. .m.s.m.
i )

'ELEMENT ANALYZED:4'

Oppartunity,(substance):
/

OCOntent/Concapts/Skills
10.

appropriate skill levet sampling
content relevance to- student
appropriae conceptjnstance range

Opportunity (usage):

intensity of .treatyient

adaptiveness to student needs
Totals

II. Motivators:

self-direction/selectionteva4uation
reward system '

variety

Totals

III. Structure:

unlit of oh ectives
quality of sequencing

quality of testing
guidance for diagnosis and treatment

Totals

Instructional Events (substance):

in man

in student-materials (quality of Instruction)
in ina!!ilien1e em ( uality of procedures)

Instructional Events (usage):
-apprc_Triateness of strategies and their

usage for this population.,

consistency and appropriateness of methods.
Totals

v
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STUDENT MATERIALS-1,,

ELEMENT ANALYZED: 1

I. iler
Oppottunity:
Time for learning

increase tm on task time
increase in active teaching or
guidance of student learnin&

Totals

Selection chart (Processes
System SysieM

A 13

System System

II. Motivators:
Advantages to student and teacher

saving of teacher time and effort
asslAsance for more effective

tarChing
more Student time for learning

of interest to him or her

IndeOendent learning

student selection of activities
student correction
student planning of time
selection of work mat s

III. Structure:

_ - -

Process Objectives

match to school needs
adequacy of instructions On process
match to student and teacher capa-

bilities and environmental constraints
Totals

IV. Instructional Events

Planning and selection of strategies
relief_kr_om_clexical,riginagernent_d_uties _ _

in comorate.d. oligctivg_ /not ructismai_Latiatggiga_
strategy exaTplcs, atrategy.teaching etc.

__Totals
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The following bibliography lists the mar research repoits and the

reviews'of research which support the constructs and dimensions used in

this manual. The use of these constrls for diagnosis, by analyzi
7

the

(
curriculum materials or ?structional prOtesses currently in use or for

\.selection by analyzing potential new curriCula or instructional processes,

is different from their intended use for analysis of classroom processes.

However, in keeping with the new.purpose, the constructs have been re-
,

\defined in terms of different dimensions or the same dimensions from a

tdifferent perspective because the subjects of the analysis are the:arti-
.

%row

%Now

faCts of instruction, the tangigle m4teria1s used by teachers <ir students

for teaching, learning or managIng instructiOn.

Before listing sources which gupport the constructs, It seemS appro-
.

.

piiste to point out some superior general sources of research information

fqr. teachers. Volumes produced annually which provia excellent syntheses

of the research are National Society for the Study of Education Yearb-ooks,

American Educational Research Association,Reviews of Research in Education

and the less frequently issued Handbooks of Reseal& on Teaching.

Specifically, particularly usefdeditions are the following:

Gaga, N. L., ed.
MrcNally and

Gage, N. L., ed.
Society.for
Press, 1976.

Hindbook of Research on Teaching, ,Chicago: Rand
Co., 1963.

The Psychology of Teaching Methods, 75:1. National
the Study of Education, Chicago: University of Chicago

Hilgard, E. R., ed, Theories of Learning and Instruction, 63:1. National
Society for the Study of Education, Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1964,

@ 4.1

a
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Shulman, L. S., ed. Review of Research in Education; S. American
Educational Research Association, Itasca, Illinois: F. E.
Peacock, 1977.

Travers, R. M., ed. Second Handbook of Research an Teaching. Chicago:
Rand McNally and Co., 1973.

Opportunity

The following studies support the construct OlipOrtunity to learn,

particOarly as related to achievement in basic skills. Time spent on

academic conteht was found to be associat d with growth in the area covered

in all of the research siudies and ry reports. Carroll Bloom ad

Cooley and Lohnes'have developed and defined the construct.

Armento, B. "Correlates of Teacher Effectiveness In Speial Studies,"
Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1975.

Bloom, B. S. "Time and Learning," American-Psychologist, 1974, 29,
. 682-688.

Bloom. A. S. Human Characteristics and School Learning. New York:
McGraw Hill, 1976.

Bond, 0 L. & Dykstra, R. Final Report. (USOE, HEW Projat #001-0E-5-10-260.
Minueapolis: University of Minnesota, Coordinating Center for First
Grade Reading Instruction Programs, 1967.

Carroll, J. B. "A Moael of Schbol Learning." Teacher's College Record,
1963, 64, 723-733.

Chang, S. S. 4 Raths, J. P. "The,Schools' Contribution to the Cumulating
Deficit." Journal of Educational Research, 1971, 64, 272-276.

Cooley, W. W. & Leinhardt, G. The Application of a Model for Investigating
Classroom Processes. Pittsburgh: Learning Research and Development
Center, 1975.

4
Cooley, W. W. & Lohnes, P. R. Evaluation Research in Education. New York: .

Irvington Publishers, 1976.

Rosenshine, B. "Classroom Instruction." gn N. L. Gage,- ed. The Psych-
ology of Teaching Methods 75:1. National Society for the Study of
Education. Chicav: University of Chicago Press, 1976, 355-371.
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^

Rosenshine, B. & Berliner, D. "Academic Engaged Time," Richard Anderson
et al. eds. Schooling_and the Acquisition of Knowledge. Hillsdale,
NJ: Erlbaum Publishers, 1977.

Stallings, J. A. & Kaskowitz, D. H. Follow'Through Classroom Observation
Evaluation, 1972-73. Menlo Park, CA: Stanford Research Institute,
1974.

Walker, D. F. & Schaffarzick, J. "Comparirrg Curricula." Review of
Educational Research, 1974, 44:1, 83-111.

Wiley, D. E. & Harneschfeger, A. "Explosion of a Myth: Quantity of
Schooling'and Exposure to Instruction, Major Educational Vehicles,"
Educational Researcher, 1974,. I, 7-12.

Opportunity (substance and usage)

The concepts-of.appropriate match of the instruction to needs of

the student both in the substance of the instruction and its use are im-

portant dimensions of opportunity, as we have noted. Time spent on in-

appropriate instruction, or instruction that is not employed as it should
-

-40e, clearly cannot offer the student the opportunity to learn.

Among ti% sources which deal with this match of instruction to

student needs are the following:

-Bruner, J., Goodnow, J. J. & Austin; G. A. A Study of Tilinking. New
York: fohn Wiley, 1956. (Concept learning)

Cogen, R. "The Relation Between Socio:Conceptual Styles and Orientgtion
to School Requirements," Socikagy of Education, 1968, 42, 201-220.
(Relational/Analytical learning styles)

Dunn, R. & Dunn K. TeaChing Students Through Their Individual Learning
Styles: A Practical Approach. Reston, VA: Reston Publishing Co.,
1978. (Learning styles)

Flavell, J. H. The Developmental Psychology of Jean Piaget. New York:
Van Nostrand, 1963. (Developmental Stages)

Gagne', R. M., ed. Learning and Individual Differences. Columbus:
Charles E. Merrill, 1967. (Individual differences of several kinds)
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Hunt, 0; E. Maching Models in Education. Ontario: Institute.for Studies
in 'Education, 1971. (Cognitive-style)

Kagan, J. "Personality and the Learning Process." Creativity and Learn-
km. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1967, 153-163. (Reflection-
impulsivity)

Rosner, J. "Language Arts and Arithmetic Achievement and Specrfically
Related Perceptual Skills," American Educational Research Journal
1973, 10, 59-68.

Direct Instruction

Sources on direct instruction are sepirated from the other references

related to opportunity because the concept Of in rpreting direct instruc-

tion in terms of materials is'unique. The idea of irect irtstruction has

developed simultaneously from several sources as Rosenshine has noted.

Rosenshine.defines it as "the time which a student spends in academically

relevant material whip is of a moderate level of difficulty." He calls

attention to the term within the trademark DISTAR. Berliner has written

of "academic engaged time." The two components' of this are content covered

or opportunity to learn and student attention or engagement.

While Rosensine'has suggested that research is.needed-to identify

"engaging" materials, Smith, Rothkopf and Koether have rePorted that the

amount of unrelated material in reading passages "predicted goal achieve-
:

ment better than any other formal characteristics of the nominal stimulus

measured." This is the closest research available to the idea of direct

instruction in materials and seems to imply that concentrated materialS

with little irrelevant (unrelated) material are more readily learned.

Translated into direct instruction or academic engaged time, such a char-

r.
actaipisticmay be one dimension of "engaging" materials or direct instruc-.

tion in materials. I have termed this "intensity of treatment." 'These

1.31
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4entioned sources are listed here:

'Rosenshine, B. "Primary Grades Instruction and Student Achievement Gain."
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American EdUcational
ReseafCh Association, New York City', April, 1977.

Rosenshine, B. & Berliner D. "Academic Engaged Time." prepublication
paper to appear in R. Anderson, et al. eds. Schooling and'the
Acsuisition of Knowledge. Hillsdale, NJ, Lawrence Erlbaum Asso-
ciates, 1977. -

Smith, M., Rothkopf, E. Z. 6 Koether, M. E. "The'Evaluation of Instru&
tional Text Properties." Paper presented at the annual meeting of
the American Educational Research Associationl Minneapolis, March,
1970.

Motivators

Writers on teaching methodology comment on interests, but as we have

indicated, it is difficult and dangerous to generalize about what is essen-

tially a characteristic that teachers must observe directly in each indi-

vidual case.- Wat children of different ages usualli enjoy in reading

material is discussed in the.following source:

Dechant, E. V. & Smith, H. P. Psychology in Teaching Reading. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1977.

The motivating affect of variety and change in activities, materials,

formst and responses 'demanded discussed in the following sources:

Berlyne, D. W. Conflict, Arousal and Curiosity. New York: McGraw Hill,
1960.

Glaser, R. "Learning." C. W. Harris, ed. Encyclopedia of Educational
Researchs 4. New York: MacMillan and Co., 1969, 706-733.

Peer tutoring as a motivator is discussed in the following sources:

Cooley, W. W. & Leinhardt, G. Evaluating Individualize-d Edueation in the
Elementary School. Pittsburgh: Learning Research and Development -

Center, 1974.
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Lindvall, C. M. "The Use of Peer Tutoring in IPI-Classrooms." D. T. Gaw,

ed., Desist' and Develepment of Curricula Materials, Vol. 2.
Pittsburgh: University Center far International Studies Publics:-

tions, 1976, 264-266.

The motivating effect of self direction is reported in:I,

Wang, M. The Self Schedule System for Instructional Learning. Pittsburgh:

Learning Research and Development Center, 1976.

Reports on the effects of feedback and reinforcement on learning

are well covered in the following works:

el
Carroll, J. B. & chall, J. S. Towards a Literate Society. The Report of

the Committee on Reading of the National Academy-of Education, New

York: McGraw Hill, 1975.

Gage, N. L. & Berliner, D. C. Educational Psychology. Chicago: Tand

McNally,and Co., 1975.

Gage, N. L. & Berliner, D. C. -"The Psychology of Teaching Methods."
N. L. Cage, ed., The Psychology of Teaching Methods 75:1. National

Society foc the Study of Education. Chicago: University of
Chicago PreSs, 1976, 1-20.

Hamblin, R. L.,-Buckholdt, D., Ferritor, M. H. & Blackwell, L. B. The

Humanization Processes. New York; John Wiley and Sons, 1971.

Lumsdaine, A. A. &
Learning: A
AssociatiOn,

Glaser, R., eds., Teachinx Machines and Pro4ramted
Source Book. ,Washington, DC: National Education
1960.

Stallings, J. A. & Kaskowitz, D. H. Follow-Through Classroom Observation
Evaluation; 1972-73. .Mealo Paik, CA: Stanford Research Institute,

1974.

Structure

44,

The following works discuss the concept of structure af a discipline

and describe procedures for writing objectives and structuring instruction:

Ausubel, D. P. "Some Psychological Aspects.of the Structure of Knowledge.'
Stanley Elam, ed., Education and the Structure of Knowledge. Chicago:

Rand McNally, 1964, 221-249.
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11.

Bloom, B. S., ed. Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Handbook 1:
Cognitive Domain. New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1956.

Bruner, J. The Process of Education. Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1960.

Gagne, R. Tfie Conditions of Learning. Ned York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winstob, 1965.

D. T. Design and Development of Curricula Materials., Vols. 1 and 2.
Pittsburgh: University Center for International Studies Publica-
tions, 1976.

.Krathwohl, D., Bloom, B. S. & Masia, B. Taxonomy of Educational Objectives,
Handbook 2: Affective Domain. New York: 'David McKay Co., 1964.

Mtger, R. F. Prepariris Instructional Objectives. Belmont; CA: Fearon
Publishers, 1962.

Schwab, J. J. "The Concept of the Structure of a Discipline." Gaw,.D. T.,
ed., Desip and Development of CurricUlar Materials, Vol. 2.
Pittsburgh: University Center for International Studies Publica-
tions, 1976, 16-23.

*Instructional Events

The following studies provide some information on the effects of

different instructional activities on different kinds of students:

Brophy, J. E. & Evertson, C. M. Process-Product Moment Correlations in
the Texas Teacher Effectiveness Study: Final keport. Austin, TX:
University of Texas, 1974.

Rosenshine, B. "Classrooff

of Teaching Methods,
Education. Chicago:

Stallings, J. & Kaskowitz,
Evaluation, 1972-73.
1974.

Instruction." N. L. Gage, ed.,*The Psycholday
75:1. National Society for the Study of
University of Chicago Press, 1976, 335-371.

D. H. Follow-Through Classroom Observation
Menlo Park, CA: Stanford ResearchlkInstitute,

The following sources provide information on the use/of behaviorist
4

instructional strategies:

ive approximations, etc.:

cues, prompts, feedback, reinforcement, success-
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Bandura, A. Principles of Behavior Modification. New York: Holt,

Rinehart,apd Winston, 1969.

Home, L. & Tosti, D. Behavior Technology. San Rafael, CA: Individual
Learning Systems, 1971. (Self instructional)

Taber, J. I., Glaser, R. & Schaefer, H. H. Learninj and Programned In-
struction. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1965.

Thoresen, Carl E., ed. Behavior Modification in Education, 72. National
Society for the Study of Education. ChiChgo: University,of
Chicago Press, 1973.

The following are excellent sources for cognitive instructional
strategies:

Ausubel, D. P. Educational Psycholoky: A Cognitive irieW. New York:

Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1968.

Atisubel, D. P. "The Use of Advance Organizers
Retention of Meaningful Verbal Materials
Psychology, 51, 1960, 267-272.

Bruner, J. S., Goodnow, J. J. & Austin, G. A.
York: John Wiley and Sons, 1962.
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